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Abstract

The present research investigated 700°C diffusion behavior and oxidation

resistance of an amorphous bright chromium deposit (ABCD) plated onto iron-

carbon alloy substrates with three initial depths of decarburization, namely 0, 200,

and 400pm. The diffusion studies were conducted in a neutral atmosphere and

the alloy layer growth as a function of time was characterized. The oxidation
"

tests were performed to measure the oxide attack as the exposure time was
,

increased and, finally, the effect of a pre-annealing treatment on the corrosion and

erosion resistance was examined.
~

After exposure to 700°C, the amorphous chromium elect;oplate crystallized

to aCr along with chromium carbides. The initially formed Cr7C3 phase was

replaced by the Cr23C6 phase after extended exposure. Three distinct a'lloy layers

formed between the ABCD plate and iron-carbon substrate. The three carbide

layers were identified as: (1) a single phase M7C3 layer, (2) an M7C3 regioh with

M3C precipitate~, and (3) a single phase M3C zone.· Microprobe analysis showed

that the diffusion path through the 700°C iron-chromium-carbon ternary isotherm

required a modification of the three phase a + M23C6 + M7C3 region. Comparing

the parabolic rate constants, the growth of the individual and total alloy layers

appeared to be relatively independent of initial decarburization. Only the M7C3

+ M3C layer was affected by the 400pm decarburization zone.

For the 700°C oxidation studies, the initial decarburization depth had no

long-term effect on the percentage of oxide attack at the coating/substrate

1



interface. However, the maximum depth of oxide penetration increased with

initial decarburization. After pre-annealing at 700°C up to 22 hours, carbide layer

formation occurred and the percentage of oxide attack decreased. As the pre

anneal wag---extended to 200 hours, the carbide layer continued to increase,

however, the percentage of oxide attack also increased as the morphology of the

attack changed from lateral interface growth to discrete oxide particle formation.

Finally, erosion behavior of as-plated and annealed ABCD coatings was tested.

The room temperature steady state erosion rate for the as-plated coating was

, 0.105 mg/min, compared to 0.058 mg/min for the annealed coating due to the

formation of the Cr7C3 phase in a relatively soft matrix.
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I. Introduction

The number one cause of lost availability in fossil-fired electric generating

units is boiler tube failures. In 1990, at each 200 megawatt and larger coal-fired

stearn generating unit, an average of five to six generating unit outages resulted

from boiler tube failures. These failures caused losses of approximately 110,000

meg~watthours and reduced the availability by 2.7 percentage points (Niebo,

1991). These losses can cost up to an estimated $700,000 per day for the large

modem plants (EPRI, 1989). Hence, it is of great importance to the utility

industry to reduce the number and frequency of boiler tube failures.

11).e cause of the boiler tube failures can be directly related to the

environment that the tubes are subjected to. The tubes are attacked both

internally and externally by the harsh boiler environment. The internal attack is

caused by impurities flowing in the high pressure water and stearn circulating

through the tubes. These impurities can, chemically destroy the tubes from the

inside. Of more importance, however, is the external attack. High temperature

combustion flames, corrosive gases, erosive fly ash, and falling slag combine for
.,

severe caustic etlvironment on the outside of the tubes. With the large size of

modem furnaces, there are several hundred milt;s of tube surface where failures

could occur (Niebo, 1991).

Perhaps the most disturbing statistic related to boiler tube failure is that

most of them are repeat failures. In other words, failures occur at the same

location with the same material over and over again. These repeat failures can
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be caused by insufficient determination of the initial failure. Thus, instead of

applying,a permanent engineering solution to a failure, a "quick fix" mechanism

is often employed (Dooley, 1991). These "quick fix" solutions often include the

application of a coating to repair the damage. These coatings are moderately

successful for enhancing the erosion and corrosion resistance of the tubes,

however, they do not provide a permanent solution ~~Within time, these coating~

fail also. To fix the coating failure, more coating material is applied, and a never

ending cycle is set in motion.

One of the main causes of external coating failure is high-temperature

corrosion damage. A popular method of combating this problem is applying a

diffusion coating by chromizing. Chromizing is a surface treatment at elevated

temperatures in which an alloy is formed by the inward diffusion of chromium

into the base metal (ASM, 1985). Chromium has excellent resistance to wear,

heat, and many corrosive mediums; thus, it is ideal for protection in the boiler

environment. However, the chromizing process causes porosity, voids, <;olumnar

grains, and grain boundary carbides in the microstructure which can greatly

inhibit the coating performance. Earlier studies have ffidicated that the

detrimental voids and carbides formed during the slow furnace cooling of the

chromizing process (Agarwal, 1993). If a procedure could be developed that

adequately deposited chromium onto a metal substrate without the degrading the

microstructure caused by the chromizing process, the life of the boiler tubes could

be greatly extended.
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Electrodeposition is a method of chromium depositi~n that shows a great

deal of promise for applying chromium without the harmful effects incurred by

the chromizing process. Nevertheless, electrodeposition also has its pitfalls.

Upon plating, cracks could develop that act as easy paths to the base metal for

~ corrosion products. To prevent this corrosion attack, a crack-free chromium plate

can be produced by manipulating the plating conditions. Thus, the purpose of

this research is to successfully produce a crack-free chromium coating and then

to test the microstructural integrity of this coating at elevated temperatures in an

oxidizing environment.

II. Background

II.A. Electrodeposition

Electrodeposition is the general term used to describe a process where a

substance is deposited on an electrode by passing a current through an

electrolyte. Electroplating is a term used to 'characterize the specific process of

elecITadepasiting a metal or alloy in an adherentb on an object serving as a

cathode (ASM, 1985). It is performed to change Hi.e exterior properties of the

basis material. A plated object maintains the properties of the bulk material, but

also benefits from the properties of the metal applied metallic coating. Many

metals and their alloy systems can be electroplated, including: aluminum, copper,

cadmium, chromium, gold, and nickel.

In its simplest form, the electrodeposition 'of a metal involves a plating
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bath, 'a d.c. source, and two electrodes. Figure 1 (Chapman and Anderson, 1974)

represents a simplified plating cell. The d.c. source supplies current flowing in

one direction through the external portion of the circuit when a potential

difference is imposed across the system. The current flow is that 'of electrons in

the external conductors. The mechanism of electrical transfer in the solution is

by means of electrically charged particles (ions). When the potential is applied,

the positive ions (cations) travel towards the negative electrode (cathode) and

negative ions travel towar~s the positive electrode (anode), thus completing the

electrical circuit (Bunshah et al., 1982).

The deposition reactions at the cathode are characterized as reduction

reactions since electrons are depleted, and the valence states of the ions involved

are reduced. Conversely, at the anode, oxidation reactions occur where electrons

are released and valence states are increased. Each set of reactions occurs

independently of the other, but is limited by a material balance condition, Le., the

number of electrons liberated in the anodic reaction must equal the number of
l ',

electrons consumed in the cathodic reaction, thus maintaining electronic

neutrality.

II.B. General Chromium Electroplating

Chromium electrodeposition is commonly used as a final finishing process.

There are two principal classe~ of chromium plating: "decorative," in which thin

coatings serve as a nontarnishing, durable surface finish; and industrial (or "hard")
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chromium, in which heavy coatings are applied to take advantage of the

properties of chromium (Lowenheim et al., 1963). Decorative chromium coatings

rarely exceed a thickness of 1.3 llm and are usually applied over undercoats of

nickel or of co'pper and nickel. Hard chromium deposits, however, are normally

deposited to thicknesses ranging from 2.5 to 500 llm and are typically applied -to

the base metal. Hard deposits are primarily intended to incre,as-e the service life

of functional parts by increasing their resistance to 1) wear, 2) abrasion, 3) heat,

andlor 4) corrosion (ASM, 1982). The protective properties of a chromium

electroplate are related to the ability of chromium to maintain considerable

hardness after heat~ to an elevated temperature (SOO°e) and to its excellent

resistance to oxidizing atmospheres.

Chromium is electrodeposited through the interaction of a current through

),

an electrolytic solution containing chromic acid (Cr03) and water. The electrolytic

solution usually contains between 250 gil (conventional solution) and 400 gil

(concentrated solution) of chromic acid. However, unlike the electrodeposition

of other metals (i.e. nickel), chromium can not be deposited in a solution

containing only chromic acid and water. Successful electrodeposition is only

achieved when a significant amount of free radicals is present. These free radicals

act as catalysts and are not consumed during the process, but bring about or aid

th~ cathodic deposition of chromium. There are two basic types of C9-talysts used:

conventional sulfate and mixed catalyst. The conventional sulfate bath is

produced by adding sulfuric acid (H2S04) to the chromic acid solution. When the

7
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conventional bath (250 gil chromic acid) is used with 2.5 gil of sulfuric acid, the

resulting bath is commonly called "Sargent's" solution (Dupernell, 1977). Mixed

catalyst solutions are produced by the substitution of fluoride ions present in

complex acid radicals for a portion of the conventional sulfate catalyst. Due to
..

the presence of these fluoride ions, mixed catalyst baths increase the current

efficiency and allow for the use of higher current densities, thereby increasing the

plating rate.

II.B.l. Chromium Electroplating Process

The mechanism of the chromium electroplating process has been studied

extensively by Snavely (1947). In his work, Snavely proved that the plating of

chromium occurs through reduction of hexavalent chromium to trivalent

chromium by atomic hydrogen. This reaction 0scurs within a "film" created at the
. .~

cathoc;le surface. The reduction reaction requires the cathode film to maintain a

pH value within certain limits (between 3 and 6) and an ample supply of atomic

hydrogen. The factors governing the cathode film pH and the supply of

hydrogen operate concurrently to satisfy the conditions necessary for plating. The

reduction reaction described above for chromium plating is different from other

metallic plating processes which occur by the direct electron transfer from cathode

to metallic ion.

The normal crystal arrangement of chromium is body-centered cubic.

8
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However, variation of the pH (within the deposition range of 3 to 6) of the

cathode film can change the structure of plated chromium. When the pH of the

film is at the high end of the allowable limit (pH"" 6), a face-centered cubic
-_.__ .- ---

hydride is produced. When an intermediate pH (pH"" 4 to 5) is developed, a

hexagonal <;lose-packed hydride is formed. Only when the pH value is within a

narrow range at the lower end of the allotted realm (pH"" 3) is the purely metallic

state (body-centered cubic lattice arrangement) of chromium deposited. Between

these values, a mixtures of the plate structures are produced. After the plating

procedure, the face-centered and hexagonal close packed hydrides decompose to

form the equilibrium body-centered cubic structure.
•

Since the reduction of chromic acid is accomplished by a single electron·

transfer, the reaction takes place in a step-wise manner. The first step involves

a reaction of a chromic/chromous couple in form of the following equation: Cr+6

+ 3Cr+2 -7 4Cr+3
• The trivalent chromium formed is then involved in reduction

to the chromous state by atomic hydrogen within the cathode film. Th~ reduction
"

of this chromous state to metallic chromium occurs through an intermediate

hydride. At this stage, the pH of the cathode film effects the formation of the
/~

intermediate hydride. When the pH is relatively high, hydrides of the general

form Cr1+nH to CrH1+n(where n =ato 1) are produced and crystallize as the face-

centered cubic hydride of chromium. At intermediate pH values, hydrides of the

general formula CrH1+n to Cr1+nH (where n = a to 1) are formed. These hydrides

have the hexagonal close-packed hydride structure of chromium and persist

9



during recrystallization of the plate. The normal body-centered cubic structure

of chromium is formed at relatively low pH levels. In this case, hydrogen atoms

reduce the chromous ions and combine with the hydroxyl ions wrestled from the

chromium. Any hydrides that form when the pH is low are unstable and break

up when the chromium atom assumes its position in the body-centered cubic

lattice of the plate (Snavely, 1947).

The above explanation of the electr?plating process is not conclusive, but

due to lack of significant research in this area, it is generally accepted. Recently,

however, Hoare (1989) approached the electrodeposition process from a different
~

angle. I:Ie proposed that the electrodeposition of chromium depends upon the

degree of polymerization of the chromate ions present at the cathodic surface.

The degree of polymerization is, in turn, dependent on the pH of the solution.

Since commonly used chromate baths are red, Hoare (1989) concluded that the

active species present in the electrolytic solution is the trichromate ion, HCr30 lO-·

< The reduction of this ion can take on several different paths, depending on the

number complexes present in the bath. Consequently, when the Cr03/H2S04

ratio has a value of 100/1, the maximum number of complexes exist (Hoare,

1989).

II.B.2. Chromium Electroplating Process Variables

By properly controlling the variables that control the chromium

electroplating process, the desired coating properties can be produced. Many
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variables affect the final integrity of the chromium plate, including ~ath

temperature and deposition time, but the two variables that effect the chromium

electroplating process the most are bath composition and current density.

Essentially, these two process variables change the incidence and size of the

cracks that form during the electroplating procedure. These cracks then affect the

properties exhibited by the chromium coating. The effect of the process variables

on the final chromium efectropla~e has been studied extensively and proper

control of these variables is easily accomplished.

As previously mentioned, there are two basic classes of electrolytic baths .'

utilized for chromium electroplating: conventional sulfate and mixed catalyst. For

the conventional sulfate bath, the ratio by weight of chromic acid to'sulfate

radical is usually maintained between 75:1 and 120:1 (ASM, 1982). The variation

of the current efficiency with different sulfate ratios is given in Figure 2. This

figure shows that the highest current efficiency is reached when the ratio of

Cr03:S04- is 100:1. Along with altering the current efficiency, varying the sulfate

ratio can change the properties of the electroplate considerably. For example, at

higher sulfate concentrations, the incidence of cracking decreases, however, the

cracks that do form are longer and degrade the mechanical properties of the

chromium plate. When the sulfate ratio reaches 150:1, only macrocracks are

present and the coating disintegrates when it is not supported. At lower sulfate

ratios, the cracks are more numerous, but are much smaller in size (McCormick

and Dobson, 1987). These smaller cracks do not greatly degrade, and may even

11



increase, the mechanical properties of the chromium coating. FO,r example,

increasing the crack incidence (many small cracks) by lowering the sulfate ratio

causes a corresponding rise in the ultimate tensile strength (McCormick and

Dobson 2,1987). The hardness of the chromium plate, however, is insensitive to

sulfate ratio.

Mixed catalyst baths usually involve the introduction of an acid radical

(i.e., fluorine) other than sulfate in the electrolyte solution. Mixed catalyst baths

are used because they decrease the plating time by increasing the current

efficiency. .The main drawback of mixed catalyst baths is that the fluoride ion

causes low-current density etching of ferrous and other metallic substrates.

However, two recently developed mixed catalyst baths have overcomt: this

etching problem. The HEEF 25 (High Efficiency Etch Free, 25% current efficiency)

.Gones, 1989) and ANKOR 1126 (Klein, 1987) baths utilize mixed catalysts to

increase the allowable current density without etchin~burning the substrate.

This}J:lcrease inp~rmissible current density increases the current density that can

be obtained.

While the above mixed catalyst baths improve the plating process, they still

produce a microcracked plate. Thus, their corrosion resistance is no greater than

the corrosion resistan<te exhibited by chromium plates produced from-a

conventional bath. One type of mixed catalyst bath procedure that produces a

plate with increased corrosion resistance is called the amorphous bright

~
chromium deposition (ABCD) method. The ABCD method involves the addition
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of organic compounds containing a -CHO or -CDOH group such as formamide,

formaldehyde, or formic acid to the electroLytic bath. These additions produce an

amorphous bright chromium plate that has no pinhole or crack defects, thereby

increasing the corrosion resistance (Hoshino et al., 1986). This plating method is

relatively new 'and is explained in further detail in subsequent sections. ,

The current density also has a strong effect on the structure of the

chromium electroplate produced. The current density is closely related to the

temperature of the bath, changing one variable usually requires a concurrent

change in the other variable. The variation in the appearance of the deposits with

current density and temperature in a conventional sulphate bath is shown in

Figure 3. When the sulfate ratio is maintained within the range of 80:1 to 110:1

and proper adjustments of the bath t7mperature are made, the average length of

"cracks decreases at very low current densities (20 AIdm2). As th~ current density

is raised into the range of 30 - 50 AIdm2, the crack length appears to increase,

slightly and past a current density of 50 AIdm2, the crack length remains

relatively constant (McCormick and Dobson 2, 1987). When the temperature is

not adjusted accordingly, however, an increase in the current density causes an

increase in porosity and"crack incidence (Blum et al., 1931). Figure 4 shows how

the crack incidence varies with current density at different sulfate ratios and

Figure 5 depicts how the mean crack length varies with these variables. Both

graphs represent data generated at a constant bath temperature of 55°C.

As mentioned above, the extent of cracking in the chromium plate dictates
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the properties of the chromium plate. For example, the adhesion and ultimate

tensile strength of the chromium piate are greatest at low current densities when

the crack incidence is high (McCormick and Dobson 2,1987). Many small cracks

are not as detrimental as a few large cracks which could cause catastrophic failure

at low stresses. The hardness of the chromium plate, however, increases from 800

HV to 1000 HV when the current density is raised from 20 to 75 AIdm2

(McCormick and Dobson, 1987). The variation in microhardness with sulfate ratio

and current density is given in Figure 6.

Along with the structure of the chromium plate, the current density also

effects the electrodep<?sition process. Again, with the proper adjustments in

-temperature, an increase in the current density causes an increase the cathode

efficiency and, thus, an increase in the deposition rate.

II.C. Theories of the Formation. of Cracks

One of the main reasons why chromium is electroplated to a basemetal is

to increase the corrosion resistance of the component. However, by using the

conventional chromium electrodeposition methods, a cracked electroplate is often

produced. Along with degrading the overall mechanical properties of the

electroplate, these cracks can form a network of open channels from the plated

surface to the base metal. These channels can act as fast diffusion paths for

corrosive elements and the chromium plate no longer provides adequate

protection. Thus, to avoid the formation of these easy diffusion paths, the
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,
production of a crack-free chromium plate is highly beneficial to increase the

corrosion resistance.

It is generally believed (Snavely, 1947) (Wilson and Turley, 1989)

(Saiddington and Hoey, 1974) (Brittian and ?mith, 1956) that the formation of

cracks occurs because of the contractile stresses that build up during the

electroplating process. Under normal plating conditions, these stresses usually

reach criticality at a deposition thickness of 0.5 pm. Many theories have arisen

as to the source of these contractile stresses. Cleghorn and West (1966) have

suggested that the observed stress is caused by lattice misfit induced by the rapid

diffusion of hydrogen away from the coating-substrate interface. Kushner (1973)

preposed the following five theories for the stresses created during

electrodeposition: (1) Metals with high overpotentials have much excess energy

during electrodeposition and when these metals adhere to the substrate, this

excess energy is released in the form of heat. This heat expands the crystal lattice.

As the crystal lattice cools to normal size a stress is produced. (2) Matter in the

~- form of oxides, hydrates, etc. is occluded in the grain boundaries of the depositing

"metal. If this occluded matter undergoes a volume change due to chemical or

physical processes, the stress. state of the overall deposit could be altered. (3)

During electroplating, a metal is being formed on the substrate by the COIltirLUOUS

stacking of atomic layers. If 'one of these layers does not nucleate correctly, a

dislocation could be formed. These dislocations could build up a form a

. considerable internal stress. (4) As crystals of the depositing metal are nucleated,
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restraints arise from the adhesion to the base metal. With continued nucleation

and growth of these crystals, the restraints build up and internal stress is formed.

(5) H.,ydrogen is taken up during electrodeposition (as molecular hydrogen or as

a hydride), and a dilation of the host lattice occurs. As this hydrogen diffuses

out, a contraction of the lattice develops and a stress is produced. This last theory

is analogous to the concept proposed by Cleghorn and West (1966).

The'most accepted theory involves the hydrogen uptake during

electrodeposition. In his classic paper, Snavely (1947) explains how the presence

of hydrogen in the plating bath effects the structure of the final chromium

electroplate. As previously mentioned, chromium can be deposited in three

different crystal structures, depending on the pH of the immediate film at the

cathode. At high pH values, a hydride with the face-centered cubic crystal

'structure is deposited; at intermediate pH values, a hydride with tthe hexagonal,
arrangement is deposited; at low pH values, the chromium metal is deposited in

with the body-centered.. cubic arrangement. After deposition, the face-centered

cubic and hexagonal hydride crystals will decompose to form the equilibrium

body-centered cubic structure. This decomposition from face-centered or

hexagonal to a body-centered cubic structure causes a considerable volume

--~~---sh.l"inkag-e..----l£ a completely llDstrained body-centered cubic arrangement is

ass~ed to be the final structure, the volume shrinkage associated with the

decompo.sition of the hydrides could be as much as 15%.

The amount of overall shrinkage depends on the dommate crystal structure
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that is deposited which, in turn, depends on the pH of the cathode film. For

example, if the pH of the cathode film is such that a mixture of body-centered

and hexagonal crystals is plated, the amount of shrinkage depends upon the

relative amounts of body-centered· and hexagonal crystals. If the plate is

predominately body-center cubic, a small amount of overall shrinkage will occur

when the hexagonal crystals decompose to produce the equilibrium body-centered

cubic structure. The strains produced by this small amount of shrinkage may lie
\

within the elastic and plastic deformation limits of the chromium plate, and

hence, no cracking will occur. However, if the plate is predominately hexagonal

crystals, the amount of decomposition to the body-centered cubic arrangement

will produce a shrinkage so great that the elastic and plastic deformation limits

of the plate will be exceeded and cracking will occur (Snavely, 1947). The more

"crystals that decompose, the more extreme the amount of shrinkage and, thus, the

greater the number of cracks.

When the number of cracks increase, the average length of each crack

decreases. This behavior is related to the proportion and stability of the hydride

crystals in the deposit. If the plate contains only a small amount of hexagonal

hydride, the contractile stresses produced may not be high enough to cause

cracking. Thus, cracks may not be produced until all the hydride crystals in the

plate have decomposed. This may require so much time that, when cracking

finally does occur, the plate is thick and the cracks are relatively long. If a large

proportion of unstable hydride is deposited, the hydride crystals will decompose
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quickly and produce cracks in thin layers of plate. When the cracking occurs

rapidly, 'many cracks are produced and the length of the cracks are limited 'to the

thickness of the plate layer. Generally, under normal plating conditions, cracking

begins when the plating thickness reaches 0.5 pm.

As the plating procedure continues, old cracks are sealed over with

chromium and new cracks develop. Since the contractile stresses in the

underlying "cracked" layer of chromium plate have been relieved, the new cracks

that develop extend from the surface to this unstressed layer. Therefore, the

length of the cracks is indicative of, but not an absolute measure of, the thickness

of plate in which hydride decomposition is occurring at any given time during

the plating process (Snavely, 1947).

II.D. Amorphous Bright Chromium Deposition

Seve'ral methods have been introduced to produce a crack-free plate. One

of the most popular method involves the manipulation of the electrodeposition

circuit (Wilson and Turley, 1989) (Saiddington and Hoey, 1974). Many different

techniques have been attempted and they can all be grouped under the generic

term "pulse plating". All the various "pulse plating" techniques involve stopping

the chromium plating process before the critical thickness of O.5pm is reached.

Under the proper conditions, a new unstressed chromium layer is deposited once

the plating process is re-initiated. By repeating this "on-oft-on" plating procedure,

numerous uncracked layers can be deposited to produce a thick crack-free
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chromium plate.

Along with manipulation of the electrodeposition circuit, the composition

of the electrolytic bath can also be altered to produce a crack-free plate. In the

amorphous lJright chromium deposition method (ABCD), the bath contains formic

acid (HCOOH), along with the usual components of chromic .acid (cr03) and

sulfuric acid (HzS04). The standard ABCD solution consists of 100 gil of chromic

acid, 5 gil of sulfuric acid, and 20 mlll of an 85% solution of formic acid

(Hoshino e~ al., 1986) (Tsai and Wu, 1989). The ABCD bath yields a chromic acid

to sulfuric acid ratio of 20:1, compared to the common ratio of 100:1 for

conventional chromium plating.

The standard ABCD bath is operated at a temperature of 30°C and a

current~AIdmz. The anodes ~or the ABCD bath are 5-7% antimony

lead. Under proper operating conditions, the current efficiency can reach as high

as 30% (Tsai and Wu, 1990). This current efficiency is significantly higher than

the 12% which is normally obtained in conventional chromium plating baths and

the 25% which is achieved using mixed catalyst baths like the HEEF 25 process

(Jones, 1989). For the ABCD method, the deposition rate can be as high as

40jlm/hour.

To reach higher current ef~ciencies in the ABCD technique, the bath

temperature can be lowered. Figure 7 shows the variation in current efficiency

with bath temperature and with other plating variables for the ABCD technique.

In contrast, for the conventional ~hromium plating process, the temperature of the
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bath would have to be lowered and the current density would have to be raised

to increase the current efficiencies. Under these conditions, "burning" of the plate

is likely to occur (Dennis and Such, 1993).

II.D.l. Effect of Formic Acid Additions

Generally, the role of an organic additive is to inhibit the growth ofinetaI

crystals during electrodeposition. The organic additive absorbs on the surfaces

of small crystallites and restricts growth, resulting in an amorphous layer. Tsai

and Wu (1990) found that the phase of the deposited chromium is dependent

upon the amount of formic acid in the solution. The three phases found in their

research were a, ~, and amorphous chromium phases. The a phase has a body

centered cubic structure and is the normal phase of electrodeposited chromium.

It is the phase present at low concentrations of formic acid (below 0.6 mlll). As

the concentration oJ formic acid is increased (up to 8 mlll): the ~ phase becomes

dominant. The ~ phase is actually a chromium hydride (CrH,J with a hexagonal

crystal structure. At higher concentrations (above 8 mlll), the amorphous

chromium phase is present.

Additions of formic acid also have an effect on the amount of interstitial

carbon and hydrogen in the as-deposited chromium. Figure 8 (Tsai and Wu,

1990) displays the effect of formic acid concentration on the hydrogen and carbon

content in the chromium plate. The figure also indicates the resulting phase as

a function of formic acid content. When the formic acid concentration is low, the
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amount of interstitial hydrogen and carbon is low and the resulting phase is the

normal body-centered cubic a phase. The highest hydrogen content occurs

simultaneously with the presence of the ~ phase at approximately 3 mlll. This

result is not surprising, since the ~ phase is basically a hydride. As the formic

acid content is increased past approximately 5 mlll, the amount of the hydrogen

decreases dramatically. This behavior correlates well with the well-known fact

that the ample addition of an organic additive encourages hydrogen absorption

(Snavely, 1947).

Figure 8 also shows that the carbon content in the as-deposited plate

increases consistently with formic acid content, indicating that the formic acid

supplies the carbon in the plate. On the as-plated surface, the carbon has been

found to be both graphitic and in the form of -COOH (Hoflund et al., 1986).

Higher additions of formic acid also correlate to the formation of the amorphous

phase. Thus, the presence of interstitial carbon and absence of interstitial

hydrogen acts to stabilize the amorphous chromium phase.

Along with regulating the chromium phase and amounts of interstitial

hydrogen and carbon deposited, the formic acid also effects the current efficiency.

Figure 9 (Tsai and Wu, 1990) displays how the current efficiency changes with

formic acid content. The resulting phase is also indicated. The current efficiency

can reach a maximum of 40%, far higher than the conventional single catalyst

bath. In effect, the formic acid acts as another catalyst in the solution, making the

electrodeposition process more efficient.
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II.D.2. Microstructure of Amorphous 'Plate at Elevated Temperatures

Since the overall purpose of crack-free amorphous deposition is corrosion

protection at elevated temperatures, the integrity of the deposit as the

temperature is increased is very critical. Generally, as the temperature of an

amorphous solid is increased, crystallization can occur.

Tsai and Wu (1989) subjected amorphous plates to 1 hour anneals at

different temperatures. Using TEM and differential scanning calorimetry, they

found that the structure of the plates remained amorphous up to temperatures of

200°C. The first dispersoids of metallic chromium were found to develop at a

temperature of 273°C. The grain size of these dispersoids were few in number

and small, on the order of 3ooA. When the temperature was raised to 400°C, the

dispersoids were more numerous and grew to a size of lOooA.

The first precipitation of a chromium carbide, Cr7C3, was observed when

the annealing temperature was raised to 480°C. The Cr7C3 carbide crystallized

inhomogeneously from the carbon-rich matrix between the chromium dispersoids.

At 480°C, the dispersoids themselves grew a size of 27ooA.

Besides the. continued growth of the chromium dispersoids, not mucn

happened to the structure of amorphous plate as the temperature was increased

to 700°C. Above 700°C, abnormal grain grow.th of the dispersoids occurred,

resulting in grains approximately soooA rr; size. Also, at no°c, another chromium

carbide, Cr23C6, began to precipitate, replacing Cr7C3• When the temperature

reached 7S0°C, the replacement was complete.
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II.D.3. Properties of the Amorphous Plate at Various Temperatures

Because it is essentially crack-free, the amorphous electI:odeposit has

superior corrosion resistance compared to the conventional chromium plate.

Figure 10 (Hoshino et al., 1986) compares the dissolution rates between the as

deposited amorphous chromium and conventional chromium in a hydrochloric

acid (1:1) solution at 30°C. The corrosion rate of the amorphous plate is

approximately 1/3 that of the conventional chromium deposit.

Figure 10 also contains the dissolution rates of the amorphous chromium

plate after an annealing operation at different temperatures. As the annealing

temperature is increased up to 300°C, the dissolution rate of the amorphous plate

decreases. This increase in corrosion resistance with temperature results from the

formation and gro~t.h of chromium metal crystals. From 400°C to 700°C,

although the corrosion rate is still lower than the conventional plate, the corrosion

rate of the amorphous plate increases. This increase in corrosion resistance results

from the formation of two chromium carbides, Cr7C3 (at 480°C) and Cr23C7 (at

710°C). The formation of these carbides depletes the grain boundaries of

chromium, thereby making the plate more susceptible to corrosive attack.

Unlike the conventional chromium plate, deposits fabricated with the

ABCD process actually increase in hardness with increasing temperature. Figure

11 (Hoshino et al., 1986) shows the Vickers hardness values for amorphous plates

and conventional plates as a function of annealing temperature. Whereas the

conventional plate experiences a continuous decline in hardness with increasing
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temperature, the amorphous plate increases in hardness to a maximum Vickers

hardness value of approximately 1700 at SOO°e. The maximum hardness results

from a microstructure consisting of a uniform distribution of small chromium

dispersoids (less than 3S00A) in a carbide matrix of Cr7C3 (Ts~i and Wu, 1990).

As the temperature is increased above SOO°C, grain growth continues past

the optimum size and, as a result, the hardness decreases. When the temperature

reaches approximately 700°C, abnormal grain growth occurs and Cr23C7, a soft

carbide, begins to replace Cr7C3• The result is a dramatic decrease in hardness.

However, this hardness value is still considerably higher than the hardness value

I

for the conventional plate at the same temperature.

, II.E. Diffusion

, f One of the purposes of this project is to-study the diffusion behavior of

carbon through a decarburized region in a low alloy steel plated with chromium.

Hence, a review of the basic diffusion principles is necessary. The general

equation for Fick's law is given by

de =Dd2e
dt dx 2

in which D is assumed to be independent of concentration. For a semi-infinite

solid, the above general diffusion equation can be afProximated by the solution
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1-~ =-~J. 2JIJi e _y2dy
Co fit 0

where C is the concentration of the diffusing element at a depth x af~r a timet,

Co is the surface concentration of the diffusing element, and, finally, ° is the

interdiffusion coefficie'nt over the concentration range Co to c.

Upon integration, the above integral yields,

x2 =4ADt

where x is the thickness of the diffusion layer after a time t, A is a constant

derived from the boundary conditions c and Co' The constant A is seen to vary

with carbon content and temperature, but its value lies close to unity (Menzies

and Mortimer, 1966). \,
)

The interdiffusion coefficient, 0, is calculated by plotting the squared

thickness of the alloy layer versus the exposure time. If the growth of the alloy

layer is indeed diffusion controlled, this plot will be a straight line. From the

above equation, the slope of this line is the interdiffusion coefficient (multiplied

by a constant) for that particular alloy layer.

After finding the interdiffusion coefficient, 0, from the above equation, the

activation energy and frequency factor, or diffusivity, can be found by using the

Arrhenius relation
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'--D=D e RT
o

where Do is the diffusivity, E is the activation energy, T is the absolute

temper<;lture, and R is the gas constant.

To successfully characterize the diffusion with the proposed system, the

properties of the principal elements involved and how they interact with each

other must be considered.

II.E.I. Primary Elements

Iron:

Three solid phases of iron exist. Below 912°C (1674°F), the stable solid

phase of iron is the alpha (a.)-p~se. This phase commonly called ferrite and it

" ,
has the body-centered cubic (Bee) structure. Between 912° (1674°F) and 1394°C

(2541°F), the stable solid phase of iron becomes gamma (y) iron, or austenite.

Austenite has the face-centered cubic (FCC) crystal structure. Since the FCC

crystal structure is more densely packed than the BCC crystal structure, there is
}

a z 1% contraction in volume during the a -7 y transformation. Above 1394°C

(2541°F), this austenite phase transforms to delta (8) iron. Like ferrite, t~is phase

has the BCC crystal structure. Again, because of the difference in density

between the FCC and the BCC structures, there is a 0.5% expansion upon the y

-7 8 transformation. Finally, at a temperature of 1537°C (2798°F), the o-iron phase

melts (ASM, 1985). Another temperature of interest is the ferromagnetic Curie
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'temperature of iron. It lies between 767° and 771°C.

The degree of sol~ity of the added elements in the FCC or BCe iron

determine the phase equilibria of binary and higher systems. Solid solutions in

FCC iron are denoted by yFe and solid solutions in BCC iron are designated by
~

aFe or oFe. The notation aoFe indicates that aFe and oFe are continuous in the (

BCC solid solution (Rivlin, 1984).

'Carbon:

Carbon can have four different solid phases: graphite, rhombohedral

graphite, diamond, and hexago~al diamond (ASM, 1985). 1]le only phase

pertinent to this study is graphite, the most commonly occurring phase of carbon.

Graphite has the hexagonal cubic structure up to a temperature of 3727°C (6740°F)

at which carbon sublimes.

Chromium:

The stable form of chromium has the body-centered cubic lattice. Other

forms of chromium, i.e., hexagonal and face-centered cubic, have been reported

to exist when chromium is electrodeposited, but these can not be considered true

allotropes of chromium (Sully, 1954). Because of its high reactivity, high purity

chromium is difficult to obtain and, thus, measurement of the melting

temperature of chromium is difficult. The accepted mean melting temperature

of chromium is 1878±22°C (3412±72°F) (Rivlin, 1984).
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II.E.2. Binary Systems

Iron-Carbon:

The iron-carbon system has been widely studied and different segments of

this binary phase diagram is shown in Figures 12a, 12b, and 12c. The iron-carbon

crystal structure data is given in Table 1. The composition range of carbon in yFe"""

(FCC) can be as high as 2.0 weight percent. However, when iron has the BCC

structure, as for oFe and aFe, the maximum carbon composition drops to 0.1

weight percent in oFe and 0.05 weight percent for aFe (Rivlin, 1984).

The diffusion of carbon in iron follows the Arrhenius relation given above

and depends heavily upon the magnetic state of iron. Below approximately 770°C

(1418°F), the Curie temperature (Te), ferromagnetic state of iron exists and the

diffusion of carbon has the following properties: Do = 7.9x10-3 cm2/s and E =

75280 JImole. Above 770°C (1418°F), iron undergoes a transition from

ferromagnetic to paramagnetic. ]his transition effects the carbon diffusion; the

new values for the Arrhenius expression are: Do = 8.1x10-3 cm2/s and E" = 82500

J/mole (Varotsos et al., 1988).

Iron-Chromium:

The iron-chromium phase diagram is given in Figure 13 (ASM 2, 1990).

The accompanying crystal structure data for the iron-chromium system is given

in Table 2.

This system has a much wider range of solid solubility thar: most binary

, systems; chromium and BCC iron dissolve in all proportions from chromium to
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iron. The continuous solid solution a.8FE forms from the unification of a.Fe and

8Fe at over 12 weight percent chromium. This phase is stable up to the solidus.

As a result, the range of the yFe (FCC) is restricted. Thus, chromium is a

stabilizer of· a.8Fe. At 820°C (1508°F) and 46 weight percent chromium, the a

phase forms congruently from the a.8Fe phase. This a-phase determines the

phase equilibria below 800°C (1472°F). Below 820°C, a eutectoid decomposition

to Fe-rich (a.8FE) and Cr-rich- (Cr) BCC phases takes place. Over the eutectoid

temperature of 440°C, metastable a.8Fe and (Cr) can form at the expense of the

a-phase. The type of sluggishness behavior of all the reactions involving the

sigma phase has caused dispute concerning its placement on the equilibrium

phase diagram (Rivlin, 1984).

Like carbon, the diffusion of chromium in iron is contingent on the

magnetic state of the iron atom. Below its Curie temperature ('" 770°C), iron is

in the ferromagnetic state and the diffusion characteristics of chromium in iron

are governed by: Do =0.44 cm2/s and E =253530 J/mole. In the paramagnetic

state of iron, chromium has the following diffusion properties: Do =8.52 cm2/s

and E =251720 J/mole (Varotsos, 1988).

Chromium-Carbon:

The pertinent areas of the phase diagram of the chromium-carbon binary

system is given in Figure 14. Special points with the chromium-carbon system

and crystal structure data for the carbon-chromium system is given in Table 3.

The equilibria phases in the chromium-carbon system are dominated by
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three carbides of chromium, Cr23C6, Cr7C3, and Cr3C2• Each of these carbide

compounds has a limited range of solubility (indicated by the broken lines in the

phase diagram) (Rivlin,1984) and are often referred to as "line compounds."

Carbon has ~imited solid solubility in chromium, only extending to 0.07

weight percent carbon at the eutectic temperature of 1534±10°C (ASM, 1990). The

Cr7C3 and Cr3C2 compounds form peritectically and Cr23C6 can form either

eutectically or peritectically.

As a summary for the chromium-carbon and iron-chromium binary

systems, Table 4 depicts the characteristics of tne binary solid phases found in

these systems.

II.E.3. Ternary System

Much information is available on the iron-chromium-carbon system at

elevated temperatures. Since the research proposed will deal with diffusion

studies at 700°C (1292°P), only the isothermal section (Figure 15) dealing with this

temperature will be addressed. By close inspection of Figure IS, M23C6 dissolves

up to 35 weight percent iron, but this figure rises to 50 weight percent iron in

M7C3• The equilibrium amount of ferrite in both these carbides cont~ins 5.6

. weight percent carbon (Rivlin, 1984). Some disagreement exists as to the amount

of chromium that can replace iron in M3C. Kou (1953) found that chromium is

seen to replace iron in M3C up to approximately 18 weight percent chromium.

However, Jellinghaus and Keller (1971) found this value to be as high as 25
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weight percent chromium.

Jellinghaus and Keller (1971) also proposed the existence of two three-

phase equilibria, aFe + cr + M23C6 and (Cr) + cr + M23C6 divided by a two-phase

region cr + M 23C6• Solubility of carbon in this cr phase is negligible. Although no

definitive values of carbon solubility in cr phase at 700°C ~re obtained, earlier

studies determined that the solubility of carbon in 43 weight percent chromium

at 595°C (1103°F) is approximately 0.016 weight percent. The existence of this

sigma phase, however, has only been observed in alloys which had not been

homogenized.

As a summary for the phases in the ternary iron-chromium-carbon system,
• .t.::•. _.•~.;., ..

at low temperatures, Table 5 shows the tie lines between aFe, yFe, and M 3C at

770, 750, and 700°C.

II.E.4 Previous Diffusion Studies with Electrodeposited Chromium Coatings

Agarwal (1993) performed diffusion studies on the Fe-Cr-C system at two

different temperatures, 600° and 1000°C. His research involved the diffusion of

an pure electrodeposited chromium layer on the top of a decarburized region of

a steel (0.2% carbon) substrate. Below the decarburized (ferritic) region, the

microstructure was pearlitic.

After 500 hours at 600°C, Agarwal (1993) found that two thin reaction

layers formed under the chromium plate. A micrograph of this reaction layer is

shown in Figure 16. Through microprobe analysis, the upper layer consisted
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mainly of carbides in the form of M23C6.' Since solubility of carbon increases from

0.005 wt% at room temperature to 0.1 wt% at 600°C in the ferritic region, the
I

movement of carbon through the decarburized region to the chromium plate is
, '

greatly enhanced. The exact composition of the lower layer was not determined,

but it was believed to be either an iron-rich layer with chromium and carbon in

solid solution or a ferritic layer containing fine carbide precipitates.

When Agarwal (1993) increased the exposure temperature to lOOO°C, the

ferritic region directly below transformed into austenite. Since the solubility of

carbon is much greater in austenite (2.0 wt%) than it is in ferrite (0.02 wt%), the

uptake of carbon was significantly enhanced (ASM, 1990). After only 4 hours of

exposure at 1GOO°C, pearlite formed throughout the decarburized region on

cooling as a result of the redistribution of carbon.

Due to the uneven thickness of the decarburized regions, two. distinct

microstructures were formed. In the regions of thinner decarburized layers, the

presence of the chromium layer enhanced the eutectoid reaction of austenite (y)

to pearlite (a + Fe3C). At the thicker decarburized regions, a typical chromized

microstructure formed. The region consisted of voids and grain boundary

carbides; no pearlite was produced. The concentration profile of carbon was not

high enough to induce the eutectoid reaction.

At both exposures temperatures, Agarwal (1993) discovered that the

reaction layers below the chromium electroplate grew at a parabolic rate w,ith

time, indicating diffusion-controlled growth. He also produced a considerable
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decarburized region below the chromium layer after the lOOO°C heat treatments.

During the exposure at lOOO°C, the presence of the chromium layer caused a
~

significant uptake of carbon in the form carbides, thereby depleting the adjacent

region of carbon. This behavior signifies the large affinity chromium has for

carbon.

II.E.S: Diffusion Studies on Chromized Coatings

Much work has been performed on the diffusion of chromium into base

metals during the chromizing process. Even though the chromizing process

commonly operates at temperatures around lOOO°C, the information obtained

concerning the alloy layer formation and diffusional behavior should be

applicable to the present study performed at 700°C.

Although the formation of alloy layers during chromizing is highly

dependent on the processing parameters and the base material, three types of

carbides are commonly encountered: M23C6, M7C3, and M3C (Zancheva et al., 1978)

(Glowacki and Kabula, 1982) (Kabula and Wachowiak, 1983). The M23C6 carbide

is a chromium-rich carbide found near the surface of the chromized coating (close

to the chromium source) after sufficient diffusion has occurred. The M7C3 carbide

has a needle-shaped and columnar morphology and readily forms directly below

the M23C6 carbide layer. Finally, the M3C carbide is composed of coarse-grained

blocks and forms adjacent to the iron-carbon source.

Kabula and Foct (1987) performed extensive studies concerning the growth
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of the three carbide layers on different substrates. They found that the double

layer of M7C3 and M3C commonly form on hypbeutectiod steels at temperatures

below AI' In this temperature range, the growth of the intermediate M3C layer

takes place on a matrix composed of ferrite and cementite. They also discovered

that the appearance of the M23C6 carbides is contingent on the chromizing

environment. A chromizing medium low in carbon and high in chromium

promotes the formation of the M23C6 carbide layer.

Although the aforementioned three carbide layers are often found during

the chromizing procedure, the ternary diffusion mechanisms that dictate the

carbide layer formation are unknown. While it is widely accepted that.t;he
'f.

carbide layers inhibit interdiffusion, which diffusing element is required for

further layer growth is UlJ.certain. Glowacki and Kaluba (1982) determined that

the growth of the carbide layers is controlled by the diffusion of" chromium

through the M7C3 layer. On the other hand, Zancheva et al (1978) found that the

diffusion of carbon regulates the growth of the carbide layers.

Instead of attempting to interpret the complex ternary diffusion behavior

in the Fe-Cr-C system at temperatures above 900°C, previous research has focused

on the parabolic rate constants associated with the alloy layer growth. When the

growth of the layer is diffusion controlled, the alloy layer thickness grows' at a

parabolic rate with exposure temperature. Plo.tting the thickness as afunction of

the square root of time produces a straight line. The slope of this line is called

the parabolic rate constant, or~. This parabolic rate constant can then be
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squared to give a crude interdiffusion coefficient for the growth of the alloy layer

during the chromizing process (Zancheva et al., 1978) (Menzies and Mortimer,

1966). Zancheva et al (1978) calculated the parabolic rate constants for the whole

layer of carbides in a chromizing environment at 1000°C. His parabolic rate for

steel substrates that contained 0.2% carbon produced an interdiffusion coefficient

of 4x10·11 cm2
/ sec. When he increased the amount of carbon in the steel

substrates to 0.45%, the interdiffusion coefficient increased slightly to 13x10·11

cm2/sec.

In their classic chromizing paper, Menzies and Mortimer (1966) studied the

interdiffusion coefficient for chromizing as a function of chromizing temperature

and carbon content in the steel. At a chromizing temperature of 950°C and a

carbon content of 0.04 weight percent, Menzies and Mortimer (1966) found the

interdiffusion coefficient of the chromized coating to be 2.6x10·10 cm2/sec. When

the carbon content in the steel was increased to 0.16 weight percent, the

interdiffusion coefficient dropped to 7.0xlO·1l cm2/sec. This decrease in

interdiffusion coefficient of chromized coating with increasing carbon content

suggests that carbide formation inhibits the diffusion of chromium into the steel.
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III. Experimental Procedure

lILA. Substrate Preparation

The substrate material was a high purity iron-carbon alloy. The chemical

composition of the alloy (in weight percent) is given below.

Fe C Cu p S Si Ni Cr

BAL 0.20 0.002 <0.003 0.003 <0.01 0.01 <0.01

The substrates were machined to rectangular coupons with dimensions

38x19x3mm. The coupons were then ground on 120 grit to remove any

predominant burs and oxide formation.

IILA.1. Decarburization of Substrates

To remove any excess oils and dirt, the samples were ultrasonically cleaned

in alcohol. The samples were then coated with Carburizing Stop-Off LX 1397, a

commercially available stop-off from the Heatbath Corporation, to prevent any

unnecessary decarburization. The stop-off paste was only applied to one

38x19mm face of the sample. The samples were air dried for at least eight hours

to ensure that the paste had sufficiently solidified.

A schematic diagram of the decarburization set-up is shown in Figure 17.

Only one sample was decarburized at a time. With the protected face lying face

down, the· sample was placed in the tube furnace at the "hot spot." The "hot spot"
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was determined through several furnace mappings. When the external

temperature of the· furnace was set at approximately 400°C, the "hot spot"

consistently reached temperatures of 815°C (±5°C). This temperature was found

in the literature to be the optimum temperature for most efficient decarburization

rate (Marder et al., 1985). The sample was oriented in the furnace so that the

19mm dimension was parallel to the direction of the tube furnace.

Both ends of the tube furnace were sealed with metallic covers that allowed

for the introduction and removal of gas atmospheres. When the furnace was

turned on, the furnace tube was purged with pure argon gas. This argon purge

served to inhibit any bulk oxidation of the sample as it reached temperature by

removing as much oxygen as possible from the furnace tube. Excess oxygen and

moisture was removed from th~-argon gas itself as it passed through the two

corresponding filters (Figure 17). The argon gas also passed through a bubbler

filled with tap water. Being an inert gas, however, argon did not absorb water

and carry it through the furnace tube. The argon was allowed to exit the tube

furnace through a tube at the end of the furnace that lead to a bunsen burner.

This bunsen burner was also connected to 'In o].1tside gas line so it could be

ignited without gas flow from the tube.

By welding thermocouple wire to a typical sample!. tq.e temperature profile
, ,

with time was determined. The sample took approximately 24 minutes to reach

the desired temperature of 815°C. Therefore, to ensure uniform temperature

throughout, the sample was heated under the argon atmosphere for 30 minutes.
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After the heat-up/purge stage, the argon gas was turned off at the source

and bled through the system. When an ample amount of argon was removed

from the tubes, the decarburizing gas mixture was turned on. This gas mixture

haatKec6ril.pbsifi6TI of 82%nirrogen ana-T8%rlyarogen. --nns particular gas

mixture is commonly used to decarburize steel components (Agarwal, 1993)

(Marder et al., 1985). Like the argon gas, the N2-H2 mixture passed through

successive filters to remove any excess oxygen and moisture from the gas (Figure

17). Unlike the argon gas, however, as the N2-H2 mixture passed through the

bubbler, a significant amount of water was absorbed by the gas. This "wet"

atmosphere is necessary for the decarburization mechanism to occur. To ensure

that no excess hydrogen escaped to the environment surrounding the tube_

furnace, the gas mixture was burned after exiting the furnace at the bunsen

burner.

The "duration" of the decarburization was defined as the actual time that

the sample was exposed to the N2-H2 gas atmosphere at temperature (815°C). Of

course, the longer the exposure, the deeper the decarburization depth. Two

exposure times were employed, namely 1 hour and 2 hour.

After the particular exposure time was reached, the external temperature

control of the furnace was turned off and the N2-H2 gas mixture was turned off

at the tank. After the tubes were sufficiently free of the decarburizing gas, the

argon gas was again turned on to purge the furnace of the N2-H2 gas mixture as

the sample cooled down. The sample was allowed to furnace cool under a argon
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atmosphere for 30 minutes. After the 30 minutes, the sample was removed and

quenched in cool water.

III.A.2. Pre-plating Sample Grind, Polish, and Mask

After the decarburization process, the thicknesses of the samples were

recorded. To produce the desired decarburization depths of 200]1m and 400~m,

the samples were ground from a 60 to a 600 grit finish. After each grinding step,

the" samples were measured to determine the extent of material removed. The

samples were then polished to a 6]1m diamond finish.

Since only the decarburized face of the coupon was to be plated, the

remaining faces of the sample were masked with Microstop to prevent any
r

unnecessary plating. The samples were first ultrasonically cleaned to remove any

contamination. Small labels were placed on the upper middle portion on the back

of the samples to prevent Microstop coverage. The samples were then painted

with the Microstop on all faces except the decarburized face. The Microstop was

allowed to dry overnight.

After the Microstop was dry, the labels were removed to provide a site for

the ensuing electrical connection. To remove any gross· scratches that were

imposed during the application of the Microstop, the samples were again polished

I

to a 6]1m finish. To eliminate any surface effectSthat may have inhibited plating

(Fan et al., 1992), the samples were further polished to 0.3 alumina and then

colloidal silica.
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For the samples that did not undergo a decarburization step, the same

grinding, polishing, and masking procedure was followed. However, the only

criteria was a polished surface; the amount of material removed from the face of

interest was not important.

III.B. Plating of the Samples

A schematic diagram of the plating facilities is displayed in Figure 18. One

hotplate/stirrer was utilized for the cleaning step and the other one was used for

the actual plating operation. Since only one load could be controlled by the

power source at any given time, the sample was manually moved from the

cleaning beaker to the plating beaker and the leads into the power source were

switched accordingly. All the plating and cleaning operations were performed

under a hood to eliminate any fume inhalation. Figure 19 displays a photograph

of the plating facilities and the power source.
...

The insoluble anodes used for plating had a composition of 93% lead and

7% tin (Jones, 1993). To ensure even plating, the effective area of the anode was

approximately 1.5 times the area of the cathode (24x44mm). Before any of the

desired samples were plated, the anodes were "activated" with a dummy cathode

to obtain the proper plating conditions. A short plating operation was performed

with a dummy cathode to form the required anodic film (Jones, 1993) (Herczeg,

1994). This film had a dark yellow color and was an indicator that the necessary

anodic condition was reached.
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Immediately after the samples were polished to a colloidal silica finish,

they were anodically cleaned in ElectroM&T ES solution, a commercially available

powdered cleaner. ~e solution was placed in a stainless steel container which

acted as the cathode. Following the accompanying published optimum values

Gones, 1993) for ElectroM&T ES solution operation, the samples were cleaneq in

a 75 gil solution for 2 minutes with a current density of 10.8 AIdm2 and at a

temperature of 82°C. After the cleaning, the samples were rinsed with

deionized water and placed in the amorphous bright chromium deposition

(ABCD) solution. The ABCD plating solution was contained in a pyrex beaker and

had the following composition: 100 gil of chromic acid (Cr03), 5 gil of sulfuric

acid (H2S04), and 20 mlll of an 85% solution of formic acid (Hoshiho et al., 1986)

(Tsai and Wu, 1989). To increase the current efficiency (see Figure 7), the

tempe~ature of the plating bath was maintained around 20°C with an ice bath

surrounding the pyrex beaker.

To activate the cathodic surface before plating, a short "reverse etch" was

employed. This "reverse etch" involved making the sample anodic and the anode

cathodic for 30 seconds. The current density used for the reverse etch was 1

A/in2 Gones, 1993).

Immediately following the reverse etch, the electrical leads were reversed,

making the sample cathodic, and the plating was initiated. The current density

was set at 40 AIdm2, following the published optimum value for the ABCD

technique from Hoshino et al (1986). To maintain adequate circulation of the
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plating solution during deposition, the solution was mixed using a magnetic

stirrer set at a speed of 300 rpm. The duration of deposition was 30 minutes. To

remove any adherent solution after plating, the sample was rinsed with deionized

water and wiped clean.

III.e. Sample Exposure

III.e.l. Elevated Temperature Diffusion Studies

After plating, the samples were sectioned with a diamond saw to a size of

20xl9,mm, removing the unplated portion. The plated portion was then sectioned

.~g~in with the diamond saw to form two halves of a plated sample with

dimensions of 20x9.5mm. One of the halves was exposed and the other portion

was unaffected to obtain a before-and-after effect.

To eliminate high-temperature atmospheric effects, the samples (20x9.5mm)

were vacuum encapsulated. Each sample was placed in a section of cylindrical

quartz tubing (inner diameter of 10.5mm, outer diameter of 12.75mm) and

subjected to a series of vacuum pulls and purges with argon. 1?e capsules were

pumped down to a pressure between 40 and 55 millitorr and sealed. To ensure

that the capsules were airtight, they were submerged in water. If no water

entered the capsule, it was deemed hermetic.

The samples were then placed in a muffle furnace at a temperature of

700±7°C. Five different exposure times were used: 5, 10, 20, 50, and 200 hours.

For each exposure, the three different decarburization depths were tested (no
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decarburization, 200l1m, and 400l1m), for a total of fifteen encapsulated samples.

When the samples were removed from the furnace, the capsules were

quenched in cool water and broken, in order to quench the plated sample itself.

The samples were quenched in an attempt to "freeze in" the microstructure

produced at 700°C for the exposure duration.

.~ III.C.2. Elevated Temperature Oxidation Studies

To study the high-temperature corrosion behavior of the ABCD coatings,

plated samples were placed in the furnace without being encapsulated. The

unplated portion of the as-plated samples was removed by sectioning with a

diamond saw. This sectioning step produced a sample plated on one face with

the dimensions 15x19x3mm.

These samples were subjected to an oxygen atmosphere at 700°C for

various exposure times up to a maximum of 1200 hours. Again, samples ?f no

decarburization, 200l1m decarburization depth, and 400l1m decarburization were

tested. Unlike in the encapsulation studies, the plated samples for the oxidation

studies were allowed to air cool from 700°C to preserve the surface oxidation and

to prevent any cracking of the ABCD plate from thermal stress.

The samples with no decarburization were exposed for 50, 100, 200, 400,

500, 800 and 1200 hours. The samples with the 200l1m decarburization depth

were exposed for 50,100,500,600,800, and 1200 hours. The 400l1m samples were

exposed for 50, 100, 200, 500, 600, 800, and 1200 hours. Even though all the
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· different samples were not exposed for the same durations, the general trends of

the oxidation behavior between the different samples could be evaluated and

compared.

t

III.C.3. Oxidation Studies of a Diffused ABCD Coating

To determine the effect of an annealing step on the oxidation behavior of

the ABCD coating, as-plated samples were encapsulated and exposed at 700°C for

various times. Two pieces of the -same ABCD plate were placed iIi ea~h

encapsulation. The encapsulated exposure times were 1, 5, 22, 200, and 500

hours.

After exposure, the samples were quenched and ultrasonically cleaned in

alcohol. For each encapsulation, one piece of the ABCD plate was saved to

characterize the effects of the annealing step on the properties of the plate; the

other piece was exposed to an oxidizing atmosphere at 700°C for SOD hours. The

oxidation of the expose,d section can then be compared to the as-plated 500 hour

oxidation studies to determine if the diffusion stage has a pronounced effect on

the oxidation resistance. These diffused samples underwent the same preparation

and characterization techniques as,.the normal oxidation samples.
·1

I1I.C.4. Erosion Studies

As a preliminary test to investigate the applicability of the ABCD coating

for erosive environments, room temperature erosion tests were performed on as-
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plated and annealed samples. The annealed samples were as-plated samples that

were encapsulated, exposed for 1 hour at 700°C, and quenched in cool water. The

erosion test was performed to determine if the annealing step improved the

erosion resistance of the ABCD coating.

The samples were cut into 1/2"x1/2" squares. The angle of impingement

was 90°, the erodent material was alumina, the erodent velocity was 40 m/sand,

finally, the feed rate was approximately 80 grams/minute. To obtain stea,dy-state

erosion, five test times were chosen: 10,30,50,80, and 100 minutes. The erosion

test apparatus is described in detail elsewhere (Lindsley et al., 1993).

III.D. Metallographic Preparation

All the samples were mounted in thermosetting epoxy. To eliminate

excessive rounding, the 1/4" circular mounts were prepared with stabilizers

surrounding the specimen. The samples were allowed to cure for at least 8 hours.

When necessary, some samples were subjected to a heat lamp at 70°C for -one

hour after the 8 hour cure to increase the hardness of the mounts.

The mounts were prepared using a Abrapol Automatic Grinder/Polisher.

C----
The samples were ground using 1:20: 240, 320,400,600, 800, 1200, and 311m grit

silicon carbide papers. After the 600, 800, 1200, and 311m grit grinding steps, the

samples were etched with 2% Nitarto preserve the ferritic structure. The samples

were also polished on the Abrapol using a 1llm diamond cloth. The mounts were

then subjected to a final polish on a vibratory polisher equipped with a colloidal
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silica cloth.

To observe the assorted constituents in the samples, various etchants were

utilized. When necessary, the particular etchant used will be indicated in the

Results and Discussion section.

III.D.t. Elevated Telhperature Diffusion Studies

For metallographic observation, the exposed encapsulated samples were

paired with their corresponding as-plated piece. The samples were positioned in

the mount such that the plated sides were facing each other. The samples were

then prepared using the above technique.

III.D.2. Elevated Temperature Oxidation Studies

To preserve the oxide product on the chromium plate, the oxidation

sample~ (15x19x3mm) were first mounted in thermosetting epoxy. The samples

were placed in 1/4" mounts with the plated side facing up. The mount was only

filled with enough epoxy to cover the plated face.

These mounts were then sectioned into two pieces with the dimensions

15x9.5x3mm using a diamond saw. These epoxy-coated pieces were then re

mounted in epoxy with the plated sides facing each other. For extra stabilization,

a thin piece of metal was placed between the epoxy-coated samples. The samples

Were then prepared using the aforementioned method.
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III.E. Characterization and Analysis Techniques

III.E.I. As-plated Samples

After the grinding and polishing steps, the mounted samples were etched

and examined with the aid of light optical microscopes. Optical micrographs of

regions of interest were taken with a Riechert MeF3 Microscope.

To determine if the ABCD technique did actually produce a chromium

plate with an amorphous structure, x-ray diffraction was performed on the as

plated samples with copper Ku radiation. The accelerating voltage was 45 kV and

the current was 30 rnA. Previous research on the ABCD process (Hoshino et aI,

1986) (Tsai and Wu, 1989) included x-ray diffraction studies. Therefore, by

comparison of the diffraction patterns, the reproducibility and resultant structure

of the process can be tested.

The microhardness of the as-plated samples was also performed and

compared to previous work. To compare to previous studies, a Leco M-400FT

Hardness Tester equipped with a Vickers indentor was used for the top surface

of the coating. The load was 100 grams and the dwell time was 15 seconds.

The microhardness of the cross section of the coating was also measured.

For these measurements, a Knoop indentor had to be used (ratio of long to short

diagonal is 7 to 1). The load used was 10 grams and, again, the dwell time was

15 seconds. The indentations were made with the long diagonal parallel to the

coating/substrate interface.
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III.E.2. Elevated Temperature Diffusion Studies

Again, the samples were initially examined light optically and micrographs

were taken with the Riechert MeF3 microscope. To further reveal the alloy layer~,
r '

some micrographs employed a Nomarski filter.

To characterize t~e diffusion behavior of the plated and encapsulated

samples after exposure, light optical image analysis was
o
coupled with electron

probe microanalysis. The image analysis was performed on a Leco Image

Analysis 2001 System. The image analysis provided information on the alloy

layer formation and growth as a function of exposure time and initial

decarburization depth. The samples were sUbjected to different etchants to reveal

the region of interest.

The electron probe microanalysis was performed on aJEOL 733 SuperProbe

equipped with WDS capabilities (including light elements). As described in detail

above, the exposed samples were first mounted in epoxy. The samples were then

coated with a light layer of aluminum and adequately covered with carbon tape

to eliminate any charging. To maintain accurate measurements, the pure iron,

chromium, and carbon standards were also covered with a light layer aluminum.

The accelerating voltage was 15 KV and the probe cur:rent was 20 nA. To

accurately account for light element analysis (carbon), the Bastin PROZA Phi (pz)

(EQ-91) correction scheme was implemented. Unfortunately, the JEOL was not

equipped with any anti-contamination devices. Therefore, the values of carbon

obtained may be affected by hydrocarbon contamination.
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Microhardness tests were also performed on the encapsulated and exposed

samples. The procedure used for the Knoop microhardness measurements is the

same as in section III.E.l.. The hardness of the cross section of the alloy layers

was measured.

III.E.3. Elevated Temperature Oxidation Studies

As mentioned above, the mounted oxidation samples were observed and

recorded with the use of light optical microscopes and a Riechert MeF3

microscope.

The mounted samples were analyzed using the Leco Image Analysis 2001

system. The image analysis provided information of the oxidation attack as a

function of exposure time and initial decarburization depth. The samples were

subjected to different etchants to reveal the areas of interest.

III.E.4. Oxidation Studies of a Diffused ABCD Coating

T9 characterize effects of the exposure time on the ABCD plates, Vickers

microhardness tests and x-ray diffraction studies were performed on the surface

of the non-oxidized pieces of the annea,led ABCD plate. Five pieces were

examined, corresponding to 1,5,22,200, and 500 hour vacuum exposure. The

procedure for the Vickers microhardness tests and x-ray diffraction studies are

explained in detail in section III.E.1..

For the samples oxidized for 500 hours after the initial annealing step, light
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optical microscopes, a Riechert MeF3 microscope, and Leco image analysis waS

used for characterization. The image analysis was employed to determine the

effect of the initial annealing stage on the oxidation resistance of the ABCD

coating.

III.E.S. Erosion Studies

For the erosion experiments, the behavior of the annealed and as-plated,

ABeD samples was characterized by the weight change. Before the erosion test,

the annealed and as-plated samples were ultrasonically cleaned in acetone and

weighed on a Mettler College 150 scale. After the erosion test, the samples were
,

again ultrasonically cleaned in acetone and weighed. The weight change of the

samples was then calculated. The weight change as a function of erosion

exposure time was then studied to determine the effects of the pre-anneal.
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IV. Results and Discussion

IV.A. Pre-plated and As-plated Samples

IV.A.1. Light Optical Analysis

After the decarburization step, some of the samples were examined

metallographically to ensure that a uniform decarburization layer was achieved.

Figure 20a and Figure 20b show representative microstructures after 1 hour and

2 hour decarburization times, respectively. In both cases, the decarburized depth

is very uhiform and consists of equiaxed grains. This result is consistent with

previous research (Agarwal, 1993).

Figure 21 is a photomicrograph of the equiaxed grain structure in the

decarburized region. The arrows in Figure 21 mark carbides located in the grain

boundaries. The carbides formed in the grain boundaries during the rapid

quenching step when the samples were decarburized. As the temperature of the

iron-carbon alloy was increased to 700°(, the solubility of carbon in alpha iron

increased slightly, to approximately 0.02 weight percent carbon (see Figure 12c).

During the quenching step, the solubility of carbon in iron decreased significantly

and at a rapid pace. Thus, the carbon was forced out of solution and formed

carbides in the alpha iron grain boundaries.

Once a uniform decarburized depth was consistently produced, the

samples were ground to achieve the desired final decarburization depth. The

thickness of the samples was measured before, during, and after the grinding

procedure to ensure that the proper amount of material was removed. The
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samples were then polished with 6JlIll diamond, O.3pm alumina, and finally,

colloidal silica. Figure 22a and Figure 22dshow typical cross-sectional views of

the polished samples after the designated amount of material was removed. In

Figure 22a,' the final decarburization qepth is 200pm and Figure 22b shows a final

depth of 400pm.

After the necessary cleaning, the samples were plated using the ABCD

method. Figure 23 shows the top surface of the as-plated sample. The ABCD

plate is very bright and uniformly distributed across the surface. The plate is also

covered with long cracks that seem to extend from the edges. These surface

cracks were found on all the as-plated samples. Figure 24 shows a representative

plate on top of a decarburized substrate. The plate is very uniform and appears

to be defect and crack-free. Figure 25 shows another as-plated sample. This

micrograph shows the chromium plate at a higher magnification and on top of

a non-decarburized substrate. The thickness of the plate is approximately 20pm.

Again, no cracks or defects are apparent. This type of microstructure for the

chromium plate is consistent with previous research (Hoshino et al., 1989).

Upon further microscopic inspection of the chromium plate, however,

macrocracks are visible. Figure 26 shows a representative macrocrack in the

ABCD plate. These macrocracks typically extend through the entire coating

perpendicular to the coating/substrate interface and are believed to correlate with

the cracks seen on the surface of the plate (Figure 23). The cause of these

macrocracks has not been determined, but they may result from the relief of stress
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within the chromium plate after the plating operation (Hoflund, 1994).

Although the ABCD technique did not produce a completely crack-free

chromium coating, it did greatly reduce the number of cracks that form during

chromium electroplating. A typical chromium electroplate is displayed in Figure
\

27 (Agarwal, 1993). Numerous cracks (indicated by the arrows) are evident

throughout the entire thickness of the coating. The ABCD procedure produced

a chromium plate with approximately 1.4 macrocracks per millimeter. Although

the number of macrocracks were not measured, the number of microcracks in a

conventional plate is on the order of 100 cracks/mm.

IV.A.2. X-ray Diffraction Analysis

To determine if the chromium plate was .indeed amorphous, x-ray

diffraction was performed on the as-plated samples. Figure 28a shows the x-ray

pattern of the as-plated sample. A diffused peak lies at approximately the

position (44°) for the strongest crystalline chromium peak. The diffused nature

of the peak obtained indicates that the as-plated chromium plate is not truly

crystalline. This outcome is consistent with the results acquired by Hoslimo

(1986) for the as-plated ABCD plate (displayed in Figure 28b). The relatively

sharp peak immediately before the diffused chromium peak is not a detected

crystalline peak; it was caused by noise in the x-ray diffraction system.
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IV.A.3. Room Temperature Microhardness

To compare with previous studies, the microhardness of the top surface of

the coating was measureq using a Leco M-400FT Hardness tester. Using a 100 ..

gram load and a 15 second dwell time, the average Vickers hardness was 1033.5

HV. This value closely resembles the as-plated hardness of Hoshino et al (1986)

(in Figure 11) and Tsai and Wu (1989). Both investigations produced an as-plated

Vickers hardness of approximately 1000 HV.

The cross-sectional microhardness of the ~oating and the substrate was also

measured. The substrate was not initially decarburized. To obtain accurate

measurements, the Knoop indentor with a 10 gram load was utilized instead of

the Vickers indentor used on the surface. A micrograph of a representative trace

through the as-plated coating is shown in Figure 29a and the average Knoop

hardness values across the coating are shown in Figure 29b. As expected, the

chromium coating has significantly higher hardness values than the iron-carbon

alloy substrate material.

IV.B. Elevated Temperature Diffusion Studies

IV.B.l. Light Optical Analysis

After exposure to 700°C for various times, all the vacuum encapsulated

samples showed very little oxide formation, indicating that the vacuum imposed

was sufficient enough to prevent atmospheric effects. The exposed samples had

a greyish, matte appearance as opposed to the bright unexposed plated samples
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and the severity of cracking appeared to increase with exposure time.

A cross-sectional micrograph of an diffused coating is shown in Figure 30a

and Figure 30b. The micrograph was taken from the 200 hour exposed sample

with no initial decarburization. From the micrograph, five distinct regions can be

observed. All five regions are separated by relatively planar interfaces. This type

of alloy layer f?rmatibn was observed in each encapsulated sample for al_l-.~~.~o_~~o=.__~_

~,~osure times, albeit at a lesser extent. Since the non-decarburized sample

exposed for 200 hours developed the largest alloy layers, it was often used in

subsequent analyses. In other words, it acted as a representative sample.

Even though the as-plated ABCD coating contained cracks, the number of

cracks did not increase greatly after the elevated temperature exposure. The
{

exposed coating comprised of approximately 1.6 cracks per millimeter, compared

to 1.4 cracks per millimeter prior to exposure.
';

IV.B.2. X-ray Difft~dion Analysis,
,".- .1

To determine tl1e behavior of the structure of the ABCD plate after

exposure at 700°C for various times, x-ray diffraction was performed on the

annealed samples. However, the conditions of the annealed plates was not

conducive for accurate x-ray analysis. For example, due to the thicknesses of the

ABCD plates (approxilJlately 20 microns), the annealed samples were not ground
'>

or polished to obtain a flat surface. Also, even though a majority of the oxidation

was inhibited by the encapSUlation procedure, some oxide scale did form. These
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scalesl along with the surface finish of the samplesl could shift or alter the

diffraction peaks associated with the components present. Howeverl although no

definitive x-ray analysis could be performed on the annealed platesl the changes

observed in the overall diffraction ppttern offer information as to how the

structure of the plate reacts to elevated temperature exposure after different

annealing times.

The encapsulated samples were exposed for 1,5/ 221 and 200 hours. The

diffraction patterns with their "plausible" peak labels are displayed in Figures 31a l

31b l 31c I and 31d. As seen in Figure 31a, even after only 1 hour of exposure at

700°C I the original diffused chromium peak seen in the as-plated sample (Figure

29) has transformed into a distinct chromium peak (at 44°). Otherl minor

chromium peaks have also formed l confirming the existence of crystalline

~~. ~
Along with the development of the crystalline chromium peaks l the

diffraction pattern indlcates the presence of chromium carbides and chromium

oxides. The pattern seems to strongly indicate the presence of Cr7C3• This result

is consistent with the diffraction patterns of Hoshino (1986) and Tsai and Wu

(1989) after one hour exposure at 700°C. The presence of various chromium

oxides confirms that some minor o~ation of the encapsulated samples occurred

during exposure.

When the exposure time is increased to 5 hours (Figure 31b)1 no new peaks

have formed; the pattern indicates the existence pure chromium, Cr7C31 and
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several chromium oxides. However, the intensity of the Cr7C3 peaks has

increased, indicating the growth of the chromium carbides in the ABCD coating.

As the exposure time is increased to 22 hours, a continued increase in the

peak intensity of the chromium and Cr7C3 phases is observed. (The vertical scale

of Figure 31c is larger than the previous patterns.) Again, the x-ray diffraction

pattern distinctly signifies the presence of crystalline chromium, Cr7C3, and

assorted chromium oxides.

When the exposure time is increased to 200 hours (Figure 31d), however,
'" .. ~

a distinct change in the diffraction pattern occurs. The crystalline chromium and

chromium oxide peaks still exist, but now the previously numerous Cr7C3 peaks

are no longer explicit. Some peaks exist which may indicate the presence of

Cr7C3, but due to the oxide scale and errors involved in the analysis, no definitive

identification can be made. A new type of chromium carbide, Cr23C6, dominates

the diffraction pattern. Due to the large diffet:ence in exposure time between1:he

22 hour and 200 hour exposure samples, the exact exposure time at which the

Cr23C6 phase materializes could not be ascertained.

Tsai and Wu (1989) determined that as the temperature is increased,

different phases precipitate out of the amorphous chromium matrix. They
.--------

exposed the ABCD plate to various temperatures for one hour. At 300°C, the

crystalline chromium starts to precipitate out of the amorphous matrix. The Cr7C3

phase begins to precipitate when the temperature is increased to 480°C. The

chromium and Cr7C3 phases continue to coarsen as the temperature is increased

r"-.

,
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to 700°C. At approximately 710°C, the Cr23C6 phase begins to emerge out of the

Cr7C3 phase afier one hour of exposure. The data from the present research,

indicates that the appearance of the Cr23C6 phase can occur at lower temperatures

(700°C), albeit after much longer exposure.

IV.B.3. Room Temperature Microhardness

The room temperature microhardness was measureg_--.on the top surface of

five plates after they had been exposed for I, 5, 22, 200, and 500 hours

respectively. The Vickers hardness values are plotted as a function of exposure

time in Figure 32. Included in the figure is the Vickers hardness measured by

Hoshino (1986) after exposure of one hour at 700°C.

Inspection of Figure 32 reveals that when the ABCD plate is exposed for

one hour, the hardness increasesdJ.:amatically. This elevation in hardness can be

accredited to the crystallization of the amorphous chromium and the precipitation

of Cr7C3 from the amorphous matrix. However, as the exposure time is increased,

the hardness of the coating decreases. Hoshino (1986) and Tsai and Wu (1989)

demonstrated that the hardness of the ABCD plates reaches a maximum after one

hour exposure at 500°C and then begins to diminish as the exposure temperature

is increased. Tsai and Wu (1989) attributed this decrease in hardness to

increasing chromium dispersoid and chromium carbide size. Also, crs the

temperature is increased further, Cr7C3 is replaced by Cr23C6, a softer carbide.

(Cr7C3 typically has a hardness of 2100 DPH compared to 1650 DPH for Cr23C6.).
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Thus, the decrease in hardness with extended exposure time at 700°C can also be

explained by continued growth of the chromium dispersoids and precipitation of

the Cr23C6 phase. The longer the exposure time, the greater the coarsening of the

crystalline chromium dispersoids and precipitation of the Cr23C6 phase and, as a

result, the lower the hardness value.

Using a Knoop indentor and a 10 gram load, the cross-sectional

microhardness of the diffused samples was also determined. A micrograph of a

representative trace through the alloy layers is shown in Figure 33a. The change

in the size of the Knoop indentations across the alloy layers is indicative of the

changing hardness of the alloy layers. Clearly Layer #1 and #2 have substantially

higher hardness values than the other alloy layers. Several traces were performed

and the average Knoop hardness values are shown in Figure 33b.

In subsequent sections, the alloy layers are identified using microprobe

analysis and the 700°C slice of the iron-chromium-carbon ternary phase diagram.

Knowing the composition of the alloy layers, the change in hardness across the

alloy layers can be justified (Figure 33). The alloy layers initial observed are in .
.'

fact carbide layers of different compositions. The presence of these continuous

layers causes the hardness to increase between the initial ABCD plate and the

iron-carbon substrate. From Figure 33, alloy layer #2 exhibited the highest

hardness values. This layer turned out to be a two-phase M7C3 + M3C region;

essentially a precipitation hardened material.
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IV.B.4. Light Optical Image Analysis

To determine the diffusional behavior with exposure time, the diffused

samples were analyzed using a Leco 2001 Image Analysis System. The Leco

system was used to measure the thicknesses of the various microscopic diffusion

layers. A schematic diagram of the alloy layers and their respective designations

is shown in Figure 34.

Each individual alloy layer thickness and the total alloy layer thickness was

measured as a function of exposure time. The results are given in Figures 35a,

35b, 35c, and 35d. In each case, the growth of the alloy layer changes with

exposure time in a parabolic nature. This type of behavior indicates diffusion

controlled growth.

Since the growth is diffusion controlled, the thicknesses of the alloy layers

versus the square root of exposure time could be plotted to produce a straight

line. The squared slope of this straight line could then be calculated to extract a

rudimentary interdiffusion coefficient for that particular alloy layer. The graphs

for the alloy layers are shown in Figures 36a, 36b, 36c, and 36d.,
By using linear regression analysis, the slope of the lines were calculated.

These slopes act as a parabolic growth rate constant, or ~ value, for the different

alloy layers that formed. The ~ value has units of Jlm/h1/ 2 and is a direct

indication on the velocity of alloy layer ?rowth; the higher the ~ value, the faster

the alloy layer grows. The calculated parabolic growth rates for the individual

alloy layers for the three initial decarburization depths are shown in Table 6 at
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the end of this report. Also, the kp value for the growth of all three alloy layers

combined is given.

From the ~ values shown in Table 6, several observations on the effect of
~ .

initial decarburization on the subsequent growth of alioy layers can be made.

First, considering the errors involved in such a sma11 measurement (the layer

thickness is on the order of 1 micron), the ~ values for alloy layer #1 do not

change dramatically with increasing initial decarburization. Thus, the formation

of alloy layer #1 seems to be independent of initial decarburization.

For the second layer, however, a relatively significant decrease in ~ values

is seen as the initial decarburization depth increases from 200pm to 400pm. The

two parabolic constant values for the zero and 200pm initial decarburization

layer appear to be numerically close. Howeyer, when the initial decarhurization

depth is increased to 400pm, the formation of layer #2 appears to be inhibited.

For alloy layer #3, again within probable error, the ~ values for all three

initial decarburizations seem to be reasonably close. Therefore, as seen in alloy

layer #1, the initial decarburization depth do not appear to affect the growth of

alloy layer #3.

, Finally, for the combination of all three alloy layers (total layer), the ~

values for the zero and 200pm decarburizations are very similar. However, for

the 400pm initial decarburization, the ~ value again decreases. Since layers #1

and #3 have relatively comparable parabolic rate constants for all depths of

decarburization, the ~ value for layer #2 can be the reason for the decrease in
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total layer parabolic constant for the 400pm initial decarburization.

Agarwal (1993) also calculated the parabolic rate constant for the total alloy

layer growth. In his study, a conventional pure chromium plate was placed on

a iron-carbon alloy substrate initially decarburized to a depth of 475pm. After

exposure at 600°C for various extended times, his calculated ~ value was 0.07

pm/h1
/

2
, substantially less than the parabolic rate constants obtain fro~ the

present ~tudy. The considerable deviation between ~ values can be justified by

differences in the research conditions. For example, the difference in the

composition of the chromium plate plays a major role in the layer formation. In

the present study, carbon existed in both the coating and the substrate; acting as

two separate sources. With these two isolated sources, the diffusion of carbon is

facilitated and, thus, the growth of the alloy layers is augmented. Also, the larger

initial decarburization depth and lower exposure temperature of 600°C hindered

the layer formation observed by Agarwal (1993).

Comparing the parabolic rate constants between the individual alloy layers,

layer #3 grows considerably faster than either layer #1 or #2. As shown in

subsequent sections, all three alloy layers are carbide layers. Even though the

ABCD coating contains a considerable amount of carbon, upbn exposure to

elevated temperature, most of the carbon in the ABCD coating becomes tied up

as chromium carbides (Tsai and Wu, 1989). Some carbon can move from the

ABCD plate into the alloy layers, but it seems likely that only layer #1 would

benefit from this carbon source. Thus, a majority of the carbon used for the
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formation of the carbide layers (layer #2 and layer #3) is being supplied from the·

iron-carbon substrate. Layer #3 acts as a diffusion barrier and impedes the

growth of alloy layers #1 and #2 by slowing down the flow of carbon from the

substrate. Therefore, the accelerated growth of layer #3 with respect to layers #1

and #2 is justified.

For the sake of comparison to previous studies, the parabolic rate constant.
for the total alloy layer with no initial decarburization displayed above can be

converted to interdiffusion coefficients. From the general diffusion equation,

x2 =4ADt

the value of 4AD can be determined from the slope of the graph x2 versus t,

which is also equal to~. Thus,

Since the value of A is close to unity (Menzies and Mortimer, 1966), it will be

disregarded. Therefore, to convert the calculated parabolic rate constants to

interdiffusion coefficients, the ~ initially calculated values must be squared,

divided by four, and converted from ]lm2/hr to cm2
/ sec. The results are shown

in Table 7 at the end of this report. The table includes interdiffusion coefficient

of previous investigations with their respective substrate carbon content and the

temperature of the diffusion stUdy.

The value of the interdiffusion coefficient from the present work varies by

as much as three orders of magnitude when compared to the previous research.
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However, when one takes into account the significant differences between the

analyses, the interdiffusion coefficient calculated from the present work appears

reasonable. For example, the present work involves the diffusion of a chromium

electroplate containing approximately 3% carbon into a iron-carbon (0.2 wt%

carbon) substrate. The previous investigations studied the diffusion behavior of

pure chromium into various steel substrates with varying carbon contents. Also,

the previous studies were all performed above at higher temperatures, above the

AI' when the interdiffusion of chromium, iron, and carbon should be substantially

enhanced. Above the Al temperature, the interdiffusion is amplified by the

. increase in temperature and the phase change of iron from a BCC crystal structure
.r

to a FCC crystal structure. Even though the FCC crystal is more closely packed

than the BCC crystal, interstitial diffusion of carbon occurs more readily in the

FCC crystal structure.

IV.B.S. Electron Probe Microanalysis and Ternary Diffusion

To determine the c6mposition of the various diffused alloy layers, electron

probe microanalysis (WDS) was employed. The probe 'was stepped at Illm

intervals q,cross the various layers. The information obtained from the WDS

analysis was then put through the Bastin PROZA Phi (pz) (EQ-91) correction

scheme. The Bastin PROZA correction scheme was chosen because it is specially

designed for light element analysis. The compositional trace across the layers

according to the Bastin PROZA correction is shown in Figure 37. Also included
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in the figure is a micrograph of the alloy layers displaying the probe trace. Figure

38 shows the WDS map that was acquired from the probed region of the sample.
, "

The actual compositional values for the three elements is displayed in Table 6.

Only one point was not within the standard 2% acceptable error, indicating a

rather accurate elemental analysis.

From the probe trace, the carbon content in the coating was found to be

approximately 3.0 weight percent. This value correlates well with previous

chemical analysis of the ABCD plate (see Figure 8). The carbon content stays

relatively constant through the ABCD coating. As expected, the chromium

content is very high and the iron content is very low in the ABCD plate.

When the trace enters alloy layer #1, the carbon content abniptly jumps to

approximately 9.25 weight percent. The chromium content drops to 80% at the

end of alloy layer #1. Conversely, the iron content begins to rise in alloy layer #1

to a maximum value of approximately 10%.

In alloy layer #2, the carbon content decreases only slightly -- to about

8.25%. The chromium content drops to 35% and the iron content continues to
~.

, -,
i

increase\.to a value of 55% near the end of the second alloy layer.

The carbon content changes mo~e drastically as the probe enters alloy layer

#3; it falls to a value of roughly 6.25%. It r~mains relatively constant throughout

the entire layer. Alloy layer #3 also brings dramatic changes in the chromium

and iron content. At the ABCD coating side of layer #3, the chromium and iron

content is approximately 12% and 81%, respectively. However, by the end of
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layer #3, the chromium content falls below 2% and the iron content climbs above

97%.

When the probe exists layer #3 and enters the decarburized substrate, the

carbon content decreases to a value below 2% and the chromium content is b-elow

1% and can be considered to be a trace amount. The substrate is basically all

iron. Further into the substrate, the carbon content dips below 1%. This

relatively high content of carbon in a decarburized region could be attributed to

the inherent carboh contamination acquired during the probe analysis. From the

iron-carbon phase diagram (Figur~ 12), the carbon content in the decarburized

region should be no more than! 0.02%. As mentioned in the Experimental

Procedure, theJEOL 733 probe used in this microanalysis was not equipped with

any anti-contamination devices. The absence of such an apparatus allows for the

buildup of hydrocarbons. Thus, there is contamination error associated with each

point. Also, as the analysis progressed, hydrocarbon contamination could have

accumulated -- thereby degrading the accuracy as the probe trace proceeded.

Since the carbon value detected is approximately 1% in this decarburized region,

the error associated with the carbon content should not be greater than 1%

throughout the analysis.

Using the composition values from the probe trace, a diffusion path

through the ternary iron-chromiurn-carbon diagram can be proposed and

information as to what phases exist can be extracted. The 700°C isotherm of the

ternary diagram is displayed in Figure 39 (from Rivlin, 1984). At temperatures
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above 440°C, a solid solution of aFeCr can form at the expense of the cr phase

because of the very small differences in the Gibbs free energy (Rivlin, 1984).

Since the existence of the sigma phase is still under debate, it has been omitted.

Also, two regions are taken from the 1000°C ternary isotherm. These regions are

shown as dotted lines on the 700°C slice because the exact position of these points

has not been determined (Rivlin, 1984). Also, since no tie lines were found in the

literature for the ternary slice,- no tie lines are included. The actual measured

compositional values are plotted as open circles and the proposed ternary

diffusion path (dark line) is shown in Figure 39, following the ternary rules of

Clark (1963). The lines drawn in the two phase and three phase regions should

travel along tie lines, unless otherwise indicated.

To accurately determine the nature of the diffused alloy layers, several

electron micrographs were acquired. Figure 40 shows a SEM micrograph of the

diffusion zone of a non-decarburized sample exposure for 200 hours at 700°C and

etched with Murakami's agent. From this secondary electron image, five distinct

regions can be discerned. To gain more atomic information, a backscattered

image of the diffusion zone in the same sample was also obtained (Figure 41).

This time, however, the sample was polished and not etched. Therefore, the only

contrast visible is caused by the differences in atomic number between the alloy

layers. Again, five well-defined regions can be distinguished.

The starting composition in the ABCD coating indicates the existence of a

two-phase region, namely <XCr + M23C6• A backscattered SEM micrograph of the
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exposed ABCD coating is shown in Figure 42. From the figure, two distinct

phases can be discerned, confirming the compositional analysis. Since carbides

have lower average atomic weight than pure chromium, they appear as white

dots in the black matrix. In previous chromizing studies (Kaluba and Foct, 1987),

the M23C6 phase typically formed in areas rich in chromium.

When x-ray analysis of the surface of the ABCD plate after 200 hours of

exposure was performed, some peaks appeared to indicate the presence of either

the Cr7C3 phase or various chromium oxides. The microanalysis performed here,

however, securely placed the composition of the exposed plate in the two phase

aCr + M23C6 region on the equilibrium ternary phase diagram. If the peaks from

the x-ray diffraction analysis are actually Cr7C3 peaks, a discrepancy between the

two analyses is encountered. These conflicting results ort the same sample can

be taken as an indication that 200 hours of exposure at 700°C was not sufficient

for the syste~ to reach equilibrium. If the sample had not reached equilibrium]

no path could be established on the 700° slice of the equilibrium ternary phase

diagram.

To dete,rmine if equilibrium was in fact reached, microanalysis was

performed within the ABCD plate on a sample exposed for 500 hours. Again, the

composition indicated that the ABCD plate consisted of two phases, aCr + M
23

C
6

•

The values from the trace on the 500 hour sample are imposed on the ternary

diagram (closed circles on Figure 39). Taking into consideration the errors

associated with the x-ray diffraction analysis mentioned above, the results
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obtained with the "more reliable" probe traces confirm the existence of the two-

phase region consisting of aCr + MnC6, without any Cr7C3. Thus, after 200 hours

of exposure, the system has reached equilibrium, and a diffusion path can be

proposed on the ternary phase diagram.

For the ternary analysis, the annealed plate is treated as a diffusion couple

with the ABCD coating on one side and the non-decarburized iron-carbon alloy

on the other. To start the journey across the ternary phase diagram, a straight

dash-dot line is first drawn from the starting and finishing concentrations of the

diffusion couple. Following these plotted points, the composition travels (dark

line) across the two phase aCr + MnC6 region to the single phase MnC6 region

as the ABCD coating is traversed. It is assumed that the data follows tie lines

even though no tie lines were found in the literature. Although the diffusion path

appears to head directly for the MnC6 region, no single phase MnC.6

compositional values were measured between the coating and the first alloy layer.

I

Moving from the ABCD plate into alloy layer #1, the compositional values

(open circles) on the ternary isotherm appear to signify the existence of a single

phase M7C3 region adjacent to the ABCD plate. The formation of the M7C3 phase

is common during the chromizing process (Kaluba and Foet, 1987) (Zancheva et

al., 1978) (Glowacki and Kaluba, 1982). To get from the two phase aCr + MnC
6

region to the M7C3 region without passing through the single phase MnC6 region,

the diffusion path must travel through the three phase aCr + MnC6 + M
7
C

3
zone.

Because this region has no spatial extent in the diffusion couple, the path through
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the three phase region is presented as a straight, dotted line (Clark, 1963).

Following the plotted composition points, the diffusion path does not seem

to extend to the existing triple point on the ternary phase diagram (marked TP- .

on Figure 39). If, in fact, the present data is accurate, the position of the triple

point would be moved to a higher chromium concentration. A ternary slice with

the new proposed position of the triple point is shown in Figure 43. The position

of the "old" triple point is indicated by dotted lines. Figure 43 also contains the

proposed diffusion path and actual measured compositional points from the 200

hour (open circles) and 500 hour (closed circles) samples.

After passing through the three phase aCr + M23C6 + M7C3 zone, the

compositional values lead to the existence of a single phase M7C3 region. Even

though the compositional values do not lie exactly on the M7C3 line compound,

observation of the binary diagram (ASM, 1990) between carbon and chromium

indicates that carbide line compounds actually have some limited ~olubility.

Coupled with the inherent error of measuring the carbon content, the slight

deviation from the composition of the line compound is justified. The

backscattered images of Figure 41 and 42 confirm the existence of the single phase

region. Following the compositional points plotted on the ternary slice, the

diffusion path travels down the M7C3 line compound.

An SEM micrograph of layer #1 and layer #2 is shown in Figure 44. Layer

#2 appears to precipitate out of a matrix of M7C3• From the ternary slice and the

compositibnal analysis, the precipitates seem to be M3C carbides. Thus, layer #2
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is actually a two-phase region with M3C precipitates in a !\17C3 matrix. The

backscattered images of Figure 41 and 42 support the presence of a two-phase

region..Whereas the development of separate layers of M7C3 and M3C has been

documented in chromizing studies (Kaluba and Foct, 1987), the formation of a

two-phase M7C3 + M3C region has not been previously observed. Figure 44 also

shows needle-like grain boundaries near the bottom of the single phase M7C3

region. This morphology is typical of the M7C3 region (Kaluba and Foct, 1987)

(Zanche:ra et al., 1978).

Moving from the single phase M7C3region to the two phase M7C3+ M3C

zone, the diffusion path travels down the M7C3 phase and traces a "loop" into the

M7C3+ M3C region, beginning and ending on the dotted single phase M7C3line

compound. This "loop" crosses the tie lines in the two phase region and signifies

precipitation of the M3C phase in a matrix of M7C3• The diffusion path then

travels as a solid, straight line along tie lines through the two phase M7C3 + M3C

region to. the next phase, M3C.

Another SEM micrograph is shown in Figure .45. This micrograph shows

layer #3 as it touches the two phase M7C3 + M3C (layer #2) region. Again

following the ternary diagram and observing the aforementioned backscattered

images, this region seems to be a single phase M3C region. Again, from previous

chromizing studies, the formation of a M3C layer typically occurs between the

M7C3 phase and the steel substrate (Kaluba and Foct, 1987) (Zancheva et al., 1978)

(Kaluba and Wachowiak, 1983). The direction of the columnar grain structure
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(into the two phase M7C3 + M3C zone) in this layer is an indication that diffusion

is occurring from the iron-carbon substrate into the alloy layers.

Given the extensive errors associated with carbon microanalysis and the

limited solubility of the carbide compound, the compositional values associated

lie approximately along the M3C compound line. As this layer is traversed, the

iron content increases and the diffusion path travels directly down the M3C phase.

Adjacent to the single phase M3C region is a decarburized zone of iron-

carbon alloy substrate. The compositional analysis indicated a large amount of

carbon in the decarburized region. However, due to the inherent hydrocarbon

contamination problems associated with the microprobe analysis, these values are

not considered to be valid.

Moving into the substrate, the measured compositional values signify the

presence of a single phase aFe region. The compositional values also cause the

diffusion path to travel close to the initial composition in the iron-carbon alloy.

Adhering to the ternary rules set by Clark (1963), the diffusion path crosses the

str:ightline drawn from the initial to final composition. SinJe decarburized

region is much larger than the alloy layers, the conservation of mass on both sides

of the straight line is also foHowed (Metselaar, 1988).

From the x-ray diffraction analysis, electron probe microanalysis, and the

700°C slice of the ternary phase diagram, a comprehensive study on the

composition of ABCD plate and the resulting alloy layers after elevated

temperature exposure for 200 hours was performed. As a summary, Table 9
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identifies equilibrium phases present and the range of compositions of chromium,

iron, and carbon in these layers.

The starting "diffusion couple" consisted of an amorphous chromium plate

containing approximately 3 weight percent chromium on top of a non-

decarburized iron-carbon alloy. After 200 hours of exposure at 700°C, the

amorphous plate crystallized and produced chromium carbides, three distinct

alloy layers formed between the two initial constituents, and significant

decarburization of the iron-carbon alloy occurred. Combining x-ray and probe

analyses, the exposed ABCD plate consisted of two distinct phases, namely aCr

and M23C6• The alloy layer (layer #1) directly below the ABCD plate became a

"-
single phase region of M7C3• The layer adjacent to the M7C3 ~~ (layer #2)

became a two-phase M7C3 + M3C region, with discrete M3C precipitates forming

in a M7C3 matrix. The last alloy layer (layer #3) formed to be another single

phase region, M3C. Finally, the decarburized substrate was found to be a single

phase aFe region.

IV.C. Elevated Temperature Oxidation Studies

IV.C.l. Light Optical Analysis

Figure 46 shows the typical appearance of the plated sampl.es after

exposure. Even though long cracks are visible in the plate before exposure

(Figure 23), the cracking appears more severe after exposure. The extent of

cracking and the width of the cracks appears to increase with increasing exposure.
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The green color that covers the exposed plate indicates that chromium oxide has

formed from the high temperature exposure. The cracks, howev~r, appear black -

- signifying that a different type of oxide has formed through the crack network.

Figures 47a and 47b display representative microstructures of the exposed

plates. The oxide first attacks down a pre-existing crack and then travels along

the coating/substrate interface. The oxide also "mushrooms" up through .the

original crack. Due to the exposure of the iron-carbon alloy substrate, this oxide

is probably a type of iron oxide. The different shades in the oxide "mushroom"

seems to indicate that different varieties of iron oxides are being formed.

IV.C.2. Lateral Percentage of Oxide Attack at the Coating/Substrate Interface

Using Leco Image Analysis, the lateral percentage of oxide attack versus

exposure time was determined for all three decarburization depths (Opm, 200JlIIl,

and 40011m). The lateral percentage was calculated by measuring the planar

length of oxide attack observed at the interface over the entire length of sample

observed. The results are given graphically in Figure 48.

At first, as the exposure time is increased, the lateral oxide attack at the

interface resembles parabolic growth. This parabolic nature continues for all

initial decarburization depths until 500 hours. After this exposure, the lateral

percentage of oxide attack for all the samples jumps over 20%, indicating "break-

away" corrosion. This type of corrosive attack is common in unprotected metals.

From 800 to 1200 hours, the oxide attack at the interface does not increase
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for any sample; the percentage of oxide attack appears to level-off at 26%, again

resembling parabolic corrosive attack. Therefore, the depth of initial

'-~

decarburization does not seem to influence the long-term oxidation resistance.

IV.C.3. Maximum Oxide Penetration into the Substrate Material

Along with attacking along the interface, the oxide also penetrated into the

(os'Ubstrate. Again using Leco Image Analysis, the maximum depth of oxide attack

into the interface was determined. The maximum depth was defined to be the

perpendicular distance from the coating/substrate interface to the bottom of the

oxide intrusion. The results are displayed graphically in Figure 49.

As shown in Figure 49, the depth of the initial decarburization does not

seem to affect the maximum oxide penetration up to 600 hours. However, past

600 hours, the maximum penetration of oxide intrusion is increased as the initial

decarburization is increased from zero to 400pm. As shown in previous sections,

as the initial decarburization is increased, the rate of alloy formation decreases.

Since carbide layers have excellent corrosion resistance (Kaluba and Wachowiak,

1983), the samples that form these carbide layers the quickest should exhibit

improved oxidation resistance. This speculation is confirmed by the superior

performance against oxide penetration of the non-decarburized samples.

For all the samples, the maximum depth of oxide penetration increases

dramatically from 800 to 1200 hours. Thus, although the oxide attack at the

interface appears to "arrest" after 800 hours, the oxide attack into the substrate
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material shows no signs of abating. This dramatic increase in oxidation attack

resembles "break-away corrosion", a type of corrosion commonly found in

unprotected steel components.

IV.C.4. Oxidation Studies of Diffused ABCD Coating

Sjnce carbide layers have good corrosion resistance (Kaluba and

Wachowiak, 1983), sufficient formation of such a layer before substantial oxide

attack could increase the corrosion resistance. Therefore, the samples that form

the carbide layer the quickest should show an increased resistance to oxide attack.

With this in mind, ABCD plates on non-decarburized substrates were first

encapsulated and then exposed to 700°C for various times, namely I, 5, 22, 200,

and 500 hours. These samples were then exposed to an oxidizing atmosphere,

again at 700°C, for 500 hours. By observing the oxidation attack, the effectiveness

of forming an alloy layer can be determined.

Figure 50 displays the lateral percentage of oxide attack as afunction of

pre-anneal exposure time. To increase the visibility of the short time data points,

the graph is displayed with a log scale along the x-axis. Inspection of Figure 50

reveals that, within measuremental error, there is little change in the oxide attack

as the annealing time at 700°C is extended to 5 hours. However, when the

exposure time reaches 22 hours, a significant decrease in the attack is observed.

This decrease can be acc~edited to the formation of carbide layers 'below the

ABCD coating. Therefore, even though the ABCD initially contains macrocracks,
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the formation of the alloy layers prevent accelerated oxide penetration down these

cracks when the plate is exposed to elevated temperature oxidation. Figure 51

shows a pre-existing macrocrack in the ABCD coating in the 22 hour anneal

sample after 500 hours of elevated-temperature oxidation exposure. No extensive

oxidation attack is visible. Unfortunately, not all the cracks have experienced the

same carbide layer protection. Figure 52 displays dramatic oxide attack down a

pre-existing crack in the ABCD plate. Thus, although some cracks do not permit

any attack, other cracks are not as supported by the underlying carbide layers.
.,/

When the pre-annealing step is increased to 200 hours, the oxide attack at

the interface exhibits a different appearance. Due to the extended time of the pre-

anneal, the carbide layers hav,e grown substantially and no visible attack is

observed down any of the pre-existing cracks. Thus, instead of travelling down

pre-existing cracks in the ABCD plate and forming a continuous layer, the oxide

attack occurs in discrete areas along the coating/substrate interface. Figure 53

exhibits how the oxide creates spherical cavities along the interface, resembling

internal oxidation attack (Stott and Wood, 1988).

The formation of these cavities at the coating/substrate interface may be

caused by the diffusion of oxygen through the ABCD plate. Since the carbide

layers have inhibited oxide attack down the macrocraGks in the ABCD coating,

oxygen no longer has a fast diffusion path to the coating/substrate interface.

Instead, oxygen must now diffuse through the bulk coating to reach the substrate

material. Tsai and Wu (1990) exhibited how the Cr7C3 phase is replaced by the
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Cr23C6 phase as the temperature is increased. This same behavior was shown

above in the x-ray diffraction analysis as the exposure time was increased. Thus,

as the pre-anneal time is increased, the Cr7C3 phase is replaced by the Cr23C6

phase, and, as a consequence, more chromium is tied up in carbides. Unlike the

alloy layers below the ABCD coating, the carbides formed in the plate do not

form a continuous layer (Figure 42). The formation of these carbides may

produce boundaries which can act as fast diffusion paths for the transport of

oxygen. However, due to the elevated temperature of exposure (700°C), both

grain boundary and lattice diffusion may playa significant role in the movement

of oxygen from the surface to the coating/substrate interface.

Although the oxide attack cause~ by the diffusion of oxygen through the

coating appears to be less severe than the attack down the pre-existing cracks, the

planar percentage of attack is act~ally greater as the pre-anneal is increased past

22 hours (Figure 50). When the attack is down macrocracks, the penetrati0,n along

the interface is very severe near the macrocrack, but other areas of the interface

are untouched. On the other hand, when the attack is caused by the diffusion of

oxygen through the coating, the discrete penetrations extend along the entire

coating/substrate interface, thereby increasing the percentage of oxide attack.

When the pre-anneal time is increased to 500 hours, the percentage of oxide

attack continues to rise, indicating a more efficient transport of oxygen through

the ABCD plate. Again, the morphology of the attack is small spherical cavities.

The exact mechanism of this transport is not understood at this time.
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IV.D. Erosion Tests

The weight loss of the as-plated and annealed ABCD samples ,as a function

of exposure time is shown in Figure 54. To compare the erosion behavior of the

as-plated and annealed plates, the data points can be fit with a straight line and

the slope of this straight line yields the steady-state erosion :ate. The steady-state

erosion rate is an indication of the extended erosion behavior of a material. For

the as-plated ABCD samples the erosion rate is 0.105 mg/min. However, for the

annealed ABCD samples, the steady state erosion rate is 0.058 mg/min,

considerably less than for the as-plated samples.

The significant increase in erosion resistance of the annealed ABCD plate

can be attributed to the crystallization of the chromium dispersoids and

precipitation of chromium car~ides. As previously exhibited, when the ABCD

plate is annealed for one hour at 700°C, chromium crystallizes and the Cr7C3

phase precipitates out of the amorphous matrix. As a~ consequence, the ha!dness

increases (from 1033 to 1221 HV), principally from the precipitation of the carbide

phase. In effect, the annealed ABCD plate becomes a dispersion-hardeneEl-alloy

- hard carbides in a relatively "soft" chromium matrix. Together, the hard

chromium carbides and the "soft" chromium matrix may provide the optimal

combination of mechanical properties for better erosion resistance compared to

the as-plated, amorphous plate.
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V. Conclusions

By exposing amorphous bright chromium deposits (ABCD) to 700°C for

various times under neutral and oxidizing atmospheres, the diffusion and

corrosion behavior of the electroplates was characterized. From the analyses, the

following conclusions can be drawn:

1.) The ABCD technique utilized in the present study produced a uniform,

bright amorphous chromium plate. Although macrocracks formed throughout the

plate, the number of cracks in the A~CD plate is greatly reduced to

approximately 1.4 cracks/rnrn compared to the conventional chromium plate

which is on the order of 100 cracks/mm.

2.) From the x-ray diffraction studies, when the ABCD plate is vacuum

encapsulated and annealed at 700°C for one hour, chromium crystals and Cr
7
C

3

precipitate out of the amorphous chromium matrix. These constituents continue

to grow as the exposure time is increased to 22 hours. However, after 200 hours

of exposure at 700°C, the Cr23C6 phase completely replaces the Cr7C3 phase. The

observed transformation and growth of the precipitating phases has a marked

effect on the surface hardness. Initially, the precipitation of the chromium crystals

and Cr7C3 phase causes a increase in the hardness. However, as the elevated

temperature exposure time is increased, the chromium dispersoids and the Cr
7
C

3

phase coarsen, causing a decrease in the hardness. With extended exposure, the

Cr7C3 phase is replaced by a softer carbide, Cr23C6, resulting in a further reduction

in hardness.
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3.) The vacuum encapsulation studies also allowed for the study of the

diffusion behavior of the ABCD plate. The effect of the initial decarburization

\ depth on the growth of the alloy layers was studied. Since the growth of the

layers was diffusion controlled, the parabolic rate constants (~ values) of the

layer growth could be calculated and compared. Within eXJ?erimental error, the

growth of alloy layer #1 (M7C3) and alloy layer #3 (M3C) appeared to be

independent of initial decarburization depth. However, for alloy layer #2 (M7C3

+ M3C), the growth was decreased when the initial decarburization depth was

400Jlm; no significant deviation in layer growth was observed between the non-

de~arburized and 200Jlm samples. Due to the aberration of the growth of alloy

layer #2, the 400Jlm samples exhibited a slower total alloy layer growth compared

to the other decarburization depths.

4.) With the electron microprobe and light optical analysis, a path through the

ternary Fe-Cr-C phase diagram at 700°C is proposed. After 200 hours of

exposure, the ABCD coating consists of a two phase aCr + M23C6 region. The

adjacent alloy layer (layer #1) appears to be a single phase region of M7C3

carbides. The next alloy layer (layer #2) consists of two phases, namely M3C
""-

precipitates in a M7C3 matrix. Alloy layer #3 appears to be a region of single

phase M3C carbides. Finally, the substrate is comprised of a decarburized iron-

carbon alloy, thereby making it single phase aFe region.

5.) Using the probe trace and various micrographs, a diffusion path across the

ternary isotherm can be proposed. The ternary diagram was modified to include
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a shift in the triple point to a higher chromium value and a two phase region of

M7C3 +M3C similar to the 1000°C ternary isotherm.

6.) The elevated temperature oxidation behavior of the ABCD plate was also

studied. The initial decarburization appeared to have no effect on the extended

exposure resistance; after 1200 hours at 700°C, approximately 25% of the

coating/substrate interface was attacked for all initial decarburizations. The

maximum depth of oxide penetration, on the other hand, seems to be dependent

on the initial decarburization depth. The smaller the initial decarburization depth,

the less the oxide penetration. The increased oxidation resistance can be

attributed to the growth of corrosion resistant alloy layers. Since the non-

decarburized samples had the fastest alloy layer growth, they experienced the

increased corrosion resistance.

7.) A pre-anneal was incorporated on non-decarburized substrates to form the

alloy layers prior to the oxidation exposure of the ABCD plates. A significant

decrease in the planar oxide attack at the interface was encountered when the pre-

anneal was extended to 22 hours. Most of the macrocracks were "protected" by

the carbide alloy layers and did not act as fast diffusion paths for oxygen to the

coating/substrate interface. However, when the pre-anneal time was extended

to 200 hours, the oxide attack increased. This increase was observed even though

none of the pre-existing macrocracks facilitated oxide attack; the morphology of

the attack changed from lateral oxide attack to discrete oxidepartic1e formation

at the coating/substrate interface. The bulk diffusion of oxygen through the
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exposed ABeD plate is speculated to be the cause of the augmented attack.

8.) As a preliminary test, the room temperature erosion behavior of as-plated

and annealed ABCD plates was examined. After a one hour anneal at 700°C, the

steady state erosion rate decreased dramatically compared to the as-plated

condition, from 0.105 to 0.058 mg/min. This increase in erosion resistance can be

attributed to the precipitation a hard Cr7C3 phase in a relatively soft chromium

matrix, effectively making the annealed ABCD plate a dispersion-hardened alloy.
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VI. Future Work

The present work studied the formation and growth of carbide alloy layers

between an ABCD coating and an iron-carbon alloy substrates after elevated

temperature exposure (700°C) as a function of time. In particular, the effect of

three different decarburization depths on the alloy layer growth was investigated.

The composition of these alloy layers was also determined.

Preliminary analyses were also performed on the corrosion and erosion

properties of the as-plated and annealed ABCD plate. The increased resistance

of the annealed ABCD plate compared to the as-plated ABCD coating to oxidation

and erosion provides impetus for further study. Of particular importance is the

mechanisms that cause the increased resistance. By isolating these mechanisms

and knowing the behavior of the exposed coating from the present research, the

proper heat treating can be imposed and tested.

Another area of future research is the behavior of the coatings after

exposure to different temperatures. Using different temperatures, the alloy layer

growth can be carefully controlled to provide the optimum combination of

properties. In the end, combining all the information, a "customized" coating can

be developed.
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r-/ Zone I: Not bright, but dark matte appearance; at lower temperatures
they were dark brown and at low current densities they became flaky

Zone II: Deposits were brighter as the temperature was increased,
brightest deposits were found between Zones II and III, but boundary
between these zones is not well-defined

Zone III: Occurred at temperatures >60°C and current densities >400 to
500 AJft2.; deposits became less bright and developed a matte appearance

Zone IV: No deposition at all
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Figure 16. Light optical micrograph showing the reaction layer below the
conventional chromium plate after exposure at 600"C (1500x) (Agarwal,
1993)
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Figure 16. Light optical micrograph showing the reaction layer below the
conventional chromium plate after exposure at 600"C (1S00x) (Agarwal,
1993)
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Figure 17. Schematic diagram of the decarburization set-up
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Figure 19. Picture of electrodeposition facilities and power source at
Lehigh University .
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Figure 19. Picture of electrodeposition facilities and power source at
Lehigh University
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Figure 20b. -: Cross-sectional light optical micrograph of iron-carbon
substrate after two hours of decarburization (SOx)
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Figure lOa. Cross-sectional light optical micrograph of iron-carbon
substrate after one hour of decarburization (SOx)
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Figure 20b. Cross-sectional light optical micrograph of iron-carbon
.' substrate after two hours of decarburization (SOx)
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Figure 21. Carbides seen in the equiaxed grain structure in the
decarburized region of the iron-carbon substrates (SOOX)
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Figure 21. Carbides seen in the equiaxed grain structure in the
decarburized region of the iron-carbon substrates (SOOx)
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Figure 22a. Cross-se~ional light optical micrograph of decarburized
sample after grinding and polishing operations. The depth of the
decarburization is 200pm (SOx) •
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Figure llb. Cross-sectional light optical micrograph ofdecarburized
sample after grinding and polishing operations. The depth of the
decarburizatfon is 400pm (SOx)
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Figure 22a. Cross-sectional light optical micrograph of decarburizeli
sample after grinding and polishing operations. The depth of the
decarburization is 200Jllll (SOx)
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Figure 22b. Cross-sectional light optical micrograph of decarburized
sample after grinding and polishing operations. The depth of the
decarburization is 400p.m (SOx)
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Figure 23. Optical macrograph of surface of ~plated ABCD sample
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Figure 23. Optical macrograph of surface of as-plated ABeD sample
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Figure 25. Cross-sectional light optical micrograph of ABCD plate on top
of non-decarburized substrate (200x)
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Figure 24. Cross-sectional light optical micrograph of ABCD plate on top
of decarburized substrate (lOOx)

Figure 25. Cross-sectional light optical micrograph of ABCD plate on top
of non-decarburized substrate (200x)
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Figure 26. Cross-sectional light optical micrograph of macrocrack in
ABeD plate (200x)
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Figure 27. Cross-sectional light optical micrograph of inicrocracks in
conventional chromium plate (SOOx) (Agarwal, 1993)
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Figure 27. Cross-sectional light optical micrograph of microcracks in
conventional clUomium plate (SOOx) (Agarwal, 1993)
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Figure 28a. X-ray diffraction pattern of ~plated ABeD coating
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Figure 29a. Cross-sectional light optical micrograph of representative
trace of Knoop indentations across as-plated coating (l50Ox)
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Figure 29b. Knoop hardness values obtained from cross sectional trace
of as-plated ABeD coating
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Figure 29a. Cross-sectional light optical micrograph of representative
trace 6£ Knoop indentations across as-plated coating (lSOOx)
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Figure 29b. Knoop hardness values obtained from cross sectional trace
of as-plated ABCD coating
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Figure 30a. Cross-sectional light optical micrograph of encapsulated
sample after 200 hours of exposure. The sample was etched with
Murakami's agent and viewed with a Nomarski filter (SOOx)

Figure 30b. Cross-sectional light optical micrograph of encapsulated
sample after 200 hours of exposure. The sample was etched with
Murakami's agent and viewed with a Nomarski filter (lOOOx)
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20 microns

Figure 30a. Cross-sectional light optical micrograph of encapsulated
sample after 200 hours of exposure. The sample was etched with
Murakami's agent and viewed with a Nomarski filter (SOOx)

10 microns

Figure 30b. Cross-sectional light optical micrograph of encapsulated
sample after 200 hours of exposure. The sample was etched with
Murakami's agent and viewed with a Nomarski filter (lOOOx)
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Vickers Hardness Values vs Exposure Time
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Figure 32. Vickers hardness values as a function of exposure time. The
temperature of exposure was 700°C. The open circle represents the value
measured by Hoshino et al (1986)
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Figure 33a. Cross-sectional light optical micrograph of representative
trace of Knoop indentations across exposed coating. The coating was
exposed for 200 hours_at 70We (1500x) .
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Figure 33b. Knoop hardness values obtained from cross sectional trace
of exposed ABeD coating
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Figure 33a. Cross-sectional light optical micrograph of representative
trace of Knoop indentations across exposed coating. The coating was
exposed for 200 hours at 700"C (lSOOx)
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Figure 34. Schematic diagram of alloy layers that form upon exposure
of ABeD plate
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Alloy Layer #1 Thickness vs Exposure Time
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Figure 35a. Thickness of alloy layer #1 versus exposure time
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Figure 35b. Thickness of alloy layer #2 versus exposure time
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Alloy Layer #3 Thickness vs Exposure Time
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Figure 35c. Thickness of alloy layer #3 versus exposure time
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Alloy layer #1 Thickness vs Square Root of Exposure Time
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Figure 36a. Thickness of alloy layer #1 versus the square
exposure time
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Figure 36b. Thickness of alloy layer #2 versus the square root of
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Alloy Layer #3 Thickness vs Square Root of Exposure Time
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Figure 36c. Thickness of alloy layer #3 versus the square root of
exposure time
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Figure 36d. Thickness of total alloy layer versus the square root of
exposure time
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Figure 37. Compositional trace of ABCD coating on non-decarburized
substrate after 200 hours of exposure at 700°C according to the Bastin
PROZA Phi(pz) correction scheme. The micrograph represents the probe
trace through the alloy layers
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Figure 38. Elemental dot (WOS) maps of analyzed region. Top Left: Iron
map; Top Right: Chromium map; Bottom Left: Carbon map; Bottom
Right: Secondary image of region
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Figure 38. Llement.ll dol (WOS) maps of analyzed region. Top Lt'rt~ Iron
map; Top l\iXlit: Chromium map; Bottom Left: Carbon map; Botto/11
l\iXlrt: Secondary image of region
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Figure 39. 700°C isotherm of iron-chromium-carbon ternary phase
diagram (Rivlin, 1984) with actual compositional points and proposed
diffusion path. The open circles are from the trace on the 200 hour
sample and the closed circles are from the 500 hour sample.
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Figure 40. SEM micrograph of the diffusion zone in an non-decarburized
sample after 200 hours of exposure at 700"C. The sample was etched
with Murakami's agent (2700x)
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Figure 40. SEM micrograph of the diffusion zone in an non-decarburized
sample after 200 hours of exposure at 700"C. The sample was etched
with Murakami's agent (2700x)
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Figure 41. Backscattered SEM micrograph of diffusion zone in an non
decarburized sample after 200 hours of exposure at 700°C. The sample
is in the as-polished condition.
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Figure 41. Backscattered SEM micrograph of diffusion zone in an non
decarburized sample after 200 hours of exposure at 700°C. The sample
is in the as-polished condition. .
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Figure 42. Backscattered SEM micrograph of ABeD plate after 200 hours
of exposure at 700"e. Two distinct phases are apparent - a relatively
heavy atomic species (light regions) in a light matrix (dark matrix)
(5000x)
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Figure 42. Backscattered SEM micrograph of ABeD plate after 200 hours
of exposure at 700°C. Two distinct phases are apparent -- a relatively
heavy atomic species (light regions) in a light matrix (dark matrix)
(SOOOx)
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Figure 43. 700°C isotherm of iron-chromium-carbon phase diagram with
proposed position of the triple point. The dotted lines indicate the "old"
position of the triple point. The actual measured compositional values
and diffusion path are also shown.
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Figure 44. SEM micrograph of alloy layers #1 and #2. Layer #2 appears
to precipitate out of layer #1. The needle-like morphology of layer #1 is
typical of M7C3 layers (25000x)
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Figure 44. SEM micrograph of alloy layers #1 and #2. Layer #2 appears
to precipitate out of layer #1. The needle-like morphology of layer #1 is
typical of M7C, layers (25000x)
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Figure 45. SEM micrograph of the interface between layer #2 and layer
#3. The two-phase~ of layer #2 and single-phase appearance of
layer #3 is evident (lOOOOx)
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Figure 45. SEM micrograph of the interface between layer #2 and layer
#3. The two-phase nature of layer #2 and single-phase appearance of
layer #3 is evident (lOOOOx)
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Figure 46. ABCD sample after UOO hours of exposure at 7000C in an
oxidizing environment _
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Figure 46. ABCD sample after 1200 hours of exposure at 700°C in an
oxidizing environment
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Figure 47a. Cross-sectional light optical micrograph of ABCD plate
oxidized for 200 hours at 700°C (200x) ..
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Figure 47b. Cross-sectional light optical micrograph of ABCD plate
oxidized for 200 hours at 7000C (SOOx)
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Figure 47b. Cross-sectional light optical micrograph of ABCD plate
oxidized for 200 hours at 700"C (SOOx)
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Lateral Percentage of Oxide Attack vs Exposure Time
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Figure 48. Lateral percentage of oxide attack as a function of exposure
time
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Figure 49. Maximum depth of oxide penetration as a function of
exposure time
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Lateral Oxide Attack vs Annealing Time
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Figure 50. Lateral per~entage ~f oxide attack versus the pre-anneal
exposure time at 700°C. . Each sample was exposed to an oxidizing
atmosphere for 500 hours
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Figure 51. Cross-sectional light optical micrograph of unaffected
macrocrack in the ABCDplate after 22 hour anneal and SOO hour
oxidation at 7000C. The sample was etched with Murakami's agent and
viewed with a Nomarski filter (SOOx)

o •20 microns

Figure .52. Cfoss..sectionallight optical micrograph of oxide attack at a
pre-existing macrocrack in the ABCD plate after 22 hour anneal and SOO
hour oxidation at 70O"C. The sample was etched with Murakami's agent
and viewed with a Nomarski filter (SOOx)
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Figure 51. Cross-sectional light optical micrograph of unaffected
macrocrack in the ABCD plate after 22 hour anneal and 500 hour
oxidation at 700°C. The sample was etched with Murakami's agent and

_~ ~_-----¥lewed-wlth-a-Nomarsk-i-f-ilter-,.-(-500x) -----=-----~---------I

20 microns

Figure 52. Cross-sectional light optical micrograph of oxide attack at a
pre-existing macrocrack in the ABCD plate after 22 hour anneal and 500
hour oxidation at 700°C. The sample was etched with Murakami's agent
and viewed with a Nomarski filter (500x)
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Figure 53. Cross-sectional light optical micrograph of spherical
penetration of oxide at coating/substrate interface in ABCD plate after
500 hour anneal and 500 hour oxidation at 700°C (500x)
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Figure 53. Cross-sectional light optical micrograph of spherical
penetration of oxide at coating/substrate interface in ABCD plate after
500 hour anneal and SOD hour oxidation at 700°C (500x)
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Erosive Weight Loss vs Exposure Tiine
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Figure 54. Erosion weight loss versus exposure time for as-plated and
annealed ABeD plates
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Table 1. Crystal structure data for the Iron-Carbon system (ASM, 1990)

Special Pointll of the Fe-C System

Stable Fe-C (Knlphite) sywtem

g-L................................... 0
L-6Fe : 0
6Fe-yFe............................ 0
yFe- aFe........................... 0
L + (6Fe) - (yFe)................. 2.43 0.40
(yFe) - (aFe) + (CL............ 2.97 0.096
L-(yFe)+(CL 17.1 9.06
g - C (graphite) 100

Metutahle Fe-FeaC (cementite) 8Y1Item
(yFe) - (aFe) + Fl!3C.......... 3.46 0.104
L-(yFe)+ Fe3C................ 17.3 9.23
L- Fe:JC 25

Reaction
Compoaition,

at." C

Tempel"
ature. Reaction

'C type

2862 Boiling
1538 Melting
13lU Allotropic
912 Allotropic

0.74 1493 Peritectic
100 740 Eutectoid
100 1153 Eutectic

3827 Sublimation

25 727 EUtectoid
25 1147 Eutectic

1252 Congruent

Fe-C Crystal Structure Data

Fe3C

Mg

A2 W
Al Cu
A2 W
A9 C<graphitel

A3
L'2

DI02

DOn

Struktul"
bericht

deaignation Prototype
Space
group

Im3m
Fm3m
Im3m

PG3Immc

c12
cF4
c12
hP4

Pell1'llOn
symbol

Composition,
at." CPhue

(6FeL.................... 0 to 0.4
(yFeL..................... 0 to 9.06
(aFe) 0 to 0.096
(CL....................... 100

Metutablelhlgh·preellUl'e piuulll8

(tFeL................... 0 hPJ. PG3Immc
Martensite............ <9 1I4 14/mmm
Fe.C 20 cP5 P43m
FIl3C <01 25 oP16 Pnma
FeSC2 (X) 28.6 mC28 C2Jc
Ff!7C3 ·..··........... 30 hP20 P63/71c
Fe,C3 ·............... 30 oP4O Pnma
F82C ('11................ 33.3 oPG Pnnm
F82C Ct! 33.3 hP' P6322
FIl2C 33.3 hP' P3m1

(C)......................... 100 cF8 Fd3m A4 CCdiamondl

Note: Key references for Fe-C Cl'ylItalstnleture data are [28Wesl. [43PetJ. 15OJacl. [56Pinl.
[64Herl, [66Jacl, 168DugJ. [69FruI. and (72Hirl.
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Table 2. Crystal structure data for the Iron-Cluomium system (ASM 2,
1990)

Fe-Cr crystal Strocture Data

StruJdur.
Composition. Peanon Space bericht

Phue at.'l> Cr symbol lrfOUP d..ignation Prototype

(aFe.Crl .......... oto 100 c/2 ImSm A2 W
(yFel ................ oto 11.9 cF-' FmSm Al Cu
cr••••••••••••••••.••••• «.6 to 50 tP30 P-'21mnm D8b oCrFe

Table 3. Crystal structure data for the Ouomium-Carbon system (ASM,
1990) .

Special Points of the CroC System

Reaction

L-Cr .
L+C .. Cr3C2 37
L .. Cr7C3 ..

L - Cr7C3 + Cr3C2 32.6 * 0.6
L + Cr7C3" Cr23~....... 17
L - <Cr) + Cr23Ca .......... 14 *0.6

m on.
at.'l> C

o
100
30
30
28.6
~.3

40

-40
21
20

Temper-
ature,

. ·C

1863
1813* 12

1768 * 10

1729 * 8
1677 z 16
1532 z 12

Reaction
type

Melting
Peritectic
Congruent

Eutectic
Petitectic
Eutectic

Cr-C Crystal Structure Data

StruJdur.
Peanon Space bericht
symbol KrOuP d..ilPUltioD Prototype

cI2 ImSm A2 W
cF116 FmSm D84 CI'23C6
oP16 Pnma OOn F83C
oP4O Pnma DlOl CnC3
oP20 Pnma D5l0 Cr3C2

Composition.
Phue at.'l> C

(Cr) 0 to 0.3
CT23C6 -20 to -21
Cr3C(al........... -25
CT7C3.............. -30
Cr3C2.............. -40
crC<?l............. -50
(Cl................... -100 hP-' P6$1mmc A9 CCllfaphitel

Note: Lattice parameter data can be found in (26WesJ. [28WesJ. [33HelJ. [33Saul. [33Wesl.
159KoaI. [64Stel. [65Manl. (70Houl. [74Pral. and [79Inol. Cal Metastable.
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Table 4. Binary solid phases in the Chromium-Carbon and Iron-
o Chromium systems (Rivlin, 1984)

System

C-Cr

Cr-Fe

Formula Crystal stwcture

bee (A2)
Complex fcc, D8-t, 116 atoms/unit cell

a = 1. 0655 nm
Hexagonal, 80 atoms/unit cell

a = 1. 401 nm, C = 0,4525 nm
Orthorhombic, D510 , 20 atoms/unit cell

a = 1.147 nm, b = 0.5545 nm, C = 0.2830 nm
C Hexagonal (A9, graphitic)

(Cr) see above
a or FeCr Tetragonal, D8b, 30 atoms/unit cell

a = 0.87995 nm, C = 0.45442 nm (at 44. 7% Cr)

1---------_.LAJvn;:...J..-.Lo...• e-~1i.uD.c:;;es:l_.lJjDLl-LtbLU:eJron..chrom.ium..carbon_ternary-sy.stem-at-7'7.()!,~----
750, and 700°C (Rivlin, 1984)

Composition, wt_ %

Temperature,oC C Cr

770 yFe 0.48 0.52
aFe 0.01 0.31

yFe 0.46 0.99
aFe 0.01 0.56

yFe 0.73 0.69
M3C 6.73 8.52

yFe 0.67 1.11
M3C 6.77 15.58

750 yFe 0.57 0.52
aFe 0.02 0.29

yFe 0.72 0.64
M3 C 6.74 10.65

700 aFe 0.01 0.12
M3C 6.71 4.44

aFe 0.01 0.14
M3C 6.74 10.00

aFe 0.01 0.34
M3C 6.76 14.85
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Table 6. Parabolic rate constants (kp) for the individual alloy layers
the total alloy layer as a function of initial decarburization

Alloy No 200JIm 400JIm
Layer Decarburization Decarburization Decarburizati

(JImJh1l2) (JImJh1l2) (JIm/h1l2)

Total 1.0869 1.0914 1.0105

M7C3 (layer#l) 0.1238 0.1052 0.1188

M7C3 + M3C 0.3288 0.2994 0.2300
(layer #2)

M3C (layer #3) 0.6343 0.6869 0.6618

,

Table 7. Calculated interdiffusion coefficients for the total alloy I
growth from previous research and the present work. The values
given as functions of carbon content and temperature of diffusion.

Carbon Temperature of Interdiffusion
Content Diffusion Coefficient Reference
(wt %) (DC) (cm2/sec)

'. 0.04 950 2.6x10·10 Menzies and
Mortimer (196

0.16 950 7.0x10·n "
0.20 1000 4.0x10·n Zancheva et a

(1978)

0.20 700 8.3x10·13 Present wor
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Table 8. Actual compositional values from the probe trace according to
the Bastin PROZA Phi(pz) correction scheme. The asterisk denotes the
one data point not within the 2% acceptable error.

Distance
from the top Iron Chromium Carbon Sum of

of the Content Content Content Weight
Coating (wl.%) (wt %) (wt %) Percents

(pm)

1 0.14 98.17 2.44 100.75

2 0.15 96.74 3.09 99.98
~

3 0.10 97.09 2.78 99.97

4 0.15 95.45 3.56 99.16

5 0.14 95.69 3.81 99.64

6 0.15 95.18 3.42 98.75

7 0.16 95.37 3.38 98.91

8 0.18 95.33 2.74 98.25

9 0.22 94.43 4.02 98.67

10 0.37 93.41 5.02 98.80

11 0.73 88.71 8.98 98.42

12 2.27 86.56 9.64 98.47

13 9.32 79.82 9.45 98.59

14 25.85 63.95 8.48 98.28

15 35.97 54.82 8.26 99.05

16 54.04 35.70 7.99 97.73*

17 46.90 42.99 8.25 98.14

18 81.20 12.22 6.52 99.94

19 87.82 5.39 6.19 99.40

20 91.58 2.78 6.06 100.42

21 89.51 4;18 6.15 99.84

22 92.03 1.99 6.09 100.11
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Table 8 (cont). Actual compositional values from the probe trace
according to the Bastin PROZA Phi(pz) correction scheme.

Distance
from the top Iron Chromium Carbon Sum of

of the Content Content Content Weight,
Coating (wt %) (wt %) (wt %) Percents

(JIm)

23 90.41 3.15 6.21 99.77

24 91.04 2.87 6.63 100.54

25 92.29 1.56 6.54 100.39

26 94.11 1.27 4.36 99.74

27 99.21 0.78 1.27 101.26

28 98.91 0.63 1.19 100.73

29 98.89 0.63 1.49 101.01

30 99.48 0.54 1.26 101.28

31 98.82 0.43 1.30 100.55

36 98.79 0.36 0.87 100.02

41 99.12 0.22 0.70 100.04

46 99.46 0.17 0.72 100.35
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Table 9. Summary of the equilibrium phases found after 200 hours of
exposure at 700°C

Original True Layer Range of Fe Range of Range of
Layer Name Identity Content Cr Content C Content

(wt %) (wt %) (wt %)

ABCD plate aCr+ M23C6 trace 98.17 - 93.41 2.44 - 5.02

Layer #1 M7C3 trace - 9.32 88.71 - 79.82 8.98 - 9.45

Layer #2 M7C3 + M3C 25.85 - 46.90 63.95 - 42.99 8.48 - 8.25

Layer #3 M3C 81.20 - 94.11 12.22 - 1.27 6.52 - 4.36

Substrate aFe 99.21 - 99.46 trace 1.27 - trace
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